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ABSTRACT
Murui is a Witotoan language spoken in Colombia and Peru. This thesis focuses on
alternations of voiced and voiceless alveolar and velar stops in Murui that occur at some
morpheme boundaries in verbs. The alternations of the voiced and voiceless alveolar
stops occur in the active indicative suffix allomorphs [‑dɯ] ~ [‑tɯ] ~ [‑d] ~ [‑t] and
the alternations of the voiced and voiceless velar stops occur in the passive indicative
suffix allomorphs [‑ka] ~ [‑ɡa]. These stops may also become voiced or voiceless when
other suffixes are present in the verb. I focus my analysis on the inflectional morphology
of active and passive non‑causative and causative verb forms. I discuss the inflectional
morphology of future, negative, andative, venitive, and desiderative verb forms, and I
claim that my analysis applies to other verb forms in Murui as well.
The data for this thesis is found in a word list compiled by Shirley Burtch and found
in S. Burtch (1978). I use a model of word‑based morphology for my analysis. In this
model of morphology word forms are put into paradigms and the recurring morphological
patterns of a language are visible through these paradigms. I use four‑part proportional
analogies to deduce unknown verb forms from known verb forms.
I make two claims. First, I claim there are two verb classes in Murui. Class I verbs
have the voiced allomorphs of the active indicative suffix [‑dɯ] ~ [‑d] and the voice-
less allomorph of the passive indicative suffix [‑ka]. Class II verbs have the voiceless
allomorphs of the active indicative suffix [‑tɯ] ~ [‑t] and the voiced allomorph of the
passive indicative suffix [‑ɡa]. I claim that the principal parts of the verb classes are the
third singular active indicative forms and I show that each verb form is deducible through
proportional analogy to the principal parts of each verb class.
Secondly, I claim that when other suffixes precede the active and passive indicative
suffixes, the suffix which immediately precedes the active or passive indicative suffixes
xiii
in the verb structure determines the voicing of the stops in these suffixes. When a suffix
precedes the active and passive indicative suffixes it may condition the voicing of the stops
so that the two verb classes are no long distinguishable. I conclude that these alternations
are not phonological but morphological and I contrast my analysis with a previous analysis
of Murui done by Petersen de Piñeros (1994). I claim that the morphological analysis is
the better analysis for these alternations in Murui and I draw attention to the fact that this




In this thesis I analyze a part of the inflectional morphology of verbs in Murui, a
Witotoan language spoken in Colombia and Peru, specifically the alternations of voiced
and voiceless alveolar and velar stops in certain suffixes. There are four allomorphs of
the active indicative suffix [‑tɯ] ~ [‑dɯ] ~ [‑t] ~ [‑d] and two allomorphs of the passive
indicative suffix [‑ka] ~ [‑ɡa]. These alternations are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Some third person singular active and passive forms
Gloss ‘fell (tree)’ ‘lick’
Active tɯede mete
Passive tɯeka meɡa
I claim that these alternations are morphological rather than phonological and I divide
these alternations into two categories, alternations that identify the verb classes and alter-
nations that do not identify the verb classes. I claim that there are two verb classes and the
alternations in the active indicative suffix and passive indicative suffix in non‑causative
and causative verbs are markers of class membership. These are the class‑identifying
alternations. Class I verbs have the [‑dɯ] ~ [‑d] active indicative allomorphs, the pas-
sive indicative allomorph [‑ka], the causative indicative allomorphs [‑tɯ] ~ [‑t], and the
causative passive indicative allomorph [‑ɡa]. Class II verbs have the [‑tɯ] ~ [‑t] active
indicative allomorphs, the passive indicative allomorph [‑ɡa], the causative active indica-
tive allomorphs [‑dɯ] ~ [‑d], and the causative passive indicative allomorph [‑ka].
I claim that certain suffixes that precede the active indicative and passive indicative
suffixes condition the voicing of the stops in these suffixes so that the voicing is identical
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in both verb classes. As a result, verb forms with these suffixes have lost all obvious signs
of class membership. I discuss five suffixes that condition the voicing of the stops in the
active and passive indicative suffixes: future, negative, desiderative, andative, venitive,
and causative. In chapter 7 I show that an analysis of the prosodic structure of the verb
roots does not account all of the alternations in the Murui data and it is not a natural
phonological process.
I use word‑based morphology as described by Blevins (2016) and (2006) for my anal-
ysis. A theory of word‑based morphology claims that unknown word forms can be de-
duced through analogy to other word forms. Through word‑based morphology, I identify
the principal parts in Murui and show how the active indicative suffix allomorphs act as
markers of the verb classes. The principal parts are used as models from which each form
in a paradigm is deduced through proportional analogy. I claim that the alternations that
are seen in the verbs when other suffixes are added are morphological, and that the suffix
that precedes the active and passive indicative suffix determines the voicing of the stops
in these suffixes.
1.1 Overview of thesis
This thesis contains eight chapters. In chapter 1 I discuss the language area where
Murui is spoken, and offer some linguistic information about Witotoan language family. I
also survey the historical context of the Murui people. In chapter 2 I discuss the previous
research on the Witotoan language family and on Murui. I also present the phonological
and morphological work done by Bryan and Shirley Burtch, the SIL linguists who col-
lected the data I used for my research. In chapter 3 I describe my data and provide an
overview of word‑based morphology. In chapter 4 I list some basic features of Murui that
are relevant to my discussion. In chapter 5 I present my analysis of the alternations using
word‑based morphology. I show how the two conjugation classes in Murui are identified
through principal parts and how the verb forms are capable of being deduced by means of
proportional analogy to the principal parts. In chapter 6 I show five morphological forms
that neutralize the distinction between the two verb classes and I discuss why these forms
are not indicators of verb class membership. I claim the voicing of the stops in the active
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and passive indicative suffixes in these forms is conditioned by the preceding suffix. In
chapter 7 I mention the moraic‑driven analysis proposed by Petersen de Piñeros (1994)
and claim that this analysis does not account for all of the alternations seen in the Murui
corpus. Finally, in chapter 8 I discuss my conclusions and highlight some implications for
future research into the Witotoan languages.
1.2 Murui and the Witotoan language family
Witoto Murui, ISO 639‑3 code [huu], is part of the Witotoan language family. The six
languages in the Witotoan language family are Bora, Muinane, Nipode, Mɨnɨca, Ocaina,
and Murui. Aschmann (1993:1) says that there are two branches in the Witotoan family:
Bora‑Muinane and Huitoto‑Ocaina. He groups Bora and Muinane in the Bora‑Muinane
branch and Murui, Nipode, Ocaina, and Mɨnɨca together in the Huitoto‑Ocaina branch.1
Murui and Mɨnɨca are alike phonologically except that Mɨnɨca has a velar nasal, a glottal
stop and contrastive accent, which are not found in Murui (1993:14). Murui has been
described as non‑tonal.
Witotoan languages are referred to in several ways in the literature. The terms Wito-
toan and Huitotoan are used to describe the language family. Witoto, Huitoto and Uitoto
are used to describe an unspecified Witotoan language or Witotoan tribe. Both Huitoto
and Uitoto reflect the Spanish spelling of the language. The term Huitoto is also used
to describe the Huitoto‑Ocaina branch of the language family. In most of the previous
research about the Witotoan languages, Huitoto is used as the name of the language and
the specific language names are referred to as dialects of Huitoto. The plural terms Wito-
tos and Huitotos are often used when referring to the Witotoan people rather than the
languages.
The Witotoan languages and people may be referred to by their names without any
reference to the Witotoan language family (i.e. Murui, Muinane, Nɨpode, Mɨnɨca, Ocaina)
or they are seen with the word Witoto preceding the language name (i.e. Witoto Murui).
The Murui people refer to their language as Bue [ˈbu.e] (S. Burtch 1978:152). Different
1 The Muinane on the Bora side of the family is a separate language from Witoto Muinane (also referred
to as Nɨpode in this thesis) (Simons & Fennig 2017).
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greetings distinguish the different Witotoan languages. “The Murui say bue while other
Witotoan languages use the expressions nɨpóde, mɨnɨca, mɨca, and nɨfode” (B. Burtch
2008/1975:iii). Stanfield (1998:216) says these names represent different clan names
rather than tribal names. He goes on to say: “most of the tribal names for Putumayans
were coined by whites or Indian enemies. For example, the Carijona used their word for
enemy or slave, itoto, to refer to the Huitoto” (1998:216). Bue is used by Becerra & Pe-
tersen de Piñeros (2012) in their description of the Murui language. In this thesis I use
the name Murui for the language and the people and I use the name Witotoan to refer to
the language family.
1.3 Information about the Murui
Murui is spoken along the Putumayo and Ampiyacu rivers in Peru and in parts of
Colombia (B. Burtch 2008/1975:iii). Other Witotoan languages are spoken in this same
area. The Witotoan language area is shown on the map in figure 1.2
Figure 1. Map of the Putumayo river and the Witotoan language area
Witotoan languages are considered to be western Amazonian languages and are grouped
together with the languages of the northern foothills in the Amazon. Two of the closest
surrounding languages to Murui are Tucanoan and Arawakan. It is believed that there
has been a high level of contact with the nearby languages in the Amazon. According to
Seifart (2007:426), the Witotoan languages share linguistic characteristics that may be the
2 Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=390637
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result of areal diffusion. Payne (1985:531) says, “... the western Amazon region deserves
serious study relative to features which may identify it as a linguistic area in the technical
sense.”
The Murui rely on agriculture and fishing to supply their basic needs. Burtch & Burtch
(1975:17) say that chicken and fish are a large part of the Murui diet. Yucca is a type of
root used for food that is common in the Amazon (Stanfield 1998:6) and is referred to
frequently in S. Burtch (1978). Groups in the Amazon often live together in communal
houses. Hardenburg (1912:156) says that multiple families would live together in the
same house. S. Burtch (1983:2:159) shows a picture of the communal houses used by the
Murui. She says that the communal houses are called malocas. According to Stanfield
(1998:6), “each maloca could fit 50‑200 people.”
Although the Murui have been described as peaceful people, Hardenburg (1912:158)
describes the different weapons used by the different Witotoan tribes for fishing, hunt-
ing and warfare. There is evidence that tribal warfare frequently broke out among the
different groups in the Putumayo. As Stanfield (1998:6) says:
Huitoto (Witoto), also referred to as the Murui or Muiname [sic], were and still are
the largest ethnic group in the Putumayo. Their traditional enemies, the strong and
powerful Bora (Miraña), occasionally raided Huitoto villages for booty and captives.
According to Crevels (2012:211), “the Huitoto who live in Peru today descend from a
group of Huitoto that had been forced to move from Colombia to Peru during the rubber
boom at the beginning of the twentieth century.” Current estimates are that there are
approximately 1300Murui speakers (Simons & Fennig 2017). Murui speakers are bilingual
in Murui and Spanish and there is evidence that speakers prefer to use Spanish over Murui
(Simons & Fennig 2017). Murui, Mɨnɨca and Muinane Witoto are all considered to be
endangered. These three languages have a combined total of 7,343 remaining speakers
(Crevels 2012:197).
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1.4 Amazon rubber boom 1850‑1933
The Amazon rubber boom took place in Ecuador, Colombia, Peru, and Brazil. The
predominant rubber barons during these years were Rafael Reyes, Benjamín Larraniaga,
Crisóstomo Hernández, and Julio César Arana (Stanfield 1998:26). During the years
1879‑1912, the Colombian and Peruvian governments were negotiating control of the
territory along the Putumayo river between their countries. “This agreement called for
the withdrawal from the Putumayo of ‘all garrisons, and all civil, military, and customs
authorities’ from both countries” (Stanfield 1998:112). This agreement was meant to end
the territorial conflicts between the two countries, but the conflicts over rubber distribu-
tion and ownership of the rubber trees did not end. Julio César Arana discovered a gap
in legal jurisdiction in the Putumayo territory and his company, the Peruvian Amazon
Rubber Company,3 claimed ownership of the area. The Peruvian Amazon Rubber Com-
pany controlled all the rubber trees and the rubber that was exported from the area. The
Murui and other Witotoan groups were controlled by Arana's men. Due to the high inter-
national demand for rubber and the fact that neither Peru nor Colombia had jurisdiction
over the area along the Putumayo, Arana's men mistreated the Witotoan groups without
fear of punishment from the Peruvian and Colombian governments or from Arana. The
circumstances of the working conditions are described by Stanfield (1998:47):
Most rubber‑collectors never escaped indebtedness to their patróns [sic], who ad-
vanced them goods. Wealth flowed from the top of the aviamento [sic] chain, leaving
many workers impoverished, ill‑nourished, and exploited. The patrón threatened vi-
olence, at times resorting to beating and whipping to enforce labor demands and to
demonstrate his dominance.
Under this system the Witotos were subjected to cruel living conditions. If the Witotos
did not supply enough rubber, they were punished (Collier 1968:113). Due to the horrors
of the labor conditions, thousands of Witotos were killed during the rubber boom. “As a
direct consequence of the rubber industry, the exploitation of rubber resulted in the almost
3 The Peruvian Amazon Rubber Company was later known as the Peruvian Amazon Company (PAC) (Stan-
field 1998:122).
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complete disappearance of theWitotos. Their population went from approximately 30.000




All previous research of Murui has included some discussion of the voicing alterna-
tions of the active and passive indicative morphemes. Petersen de Piñeros (1994) and
Becerra & Petersen de Piñeros (2012) claim that the alternations in Murui and Witoto
Mɨka Doode (also known as Mica)1 are the result of a difference in the number of moras in
the verb roots. B. Burtch & Wise (1968) describe the active indicative suffixes as terminal
suffixes and show evidence of the alternations, but they do not provide an analysis of the
alternations themselves. S. Burtch (1983) divided the verbs into five different verb classes
and gave the forms of the active and passive indicative suffixes that are present in each
class. In this chapter I discuss these previous analyses of the alternations in Murui and
similar alternations that occur in the other Witotoan languages.
2.1 Aschmann’s reconstruction of Proto Witotoan
The first attempt to show the historical and linguistic relationships between the Wito-
toan languages is by Aschmann (1993). He reconstructs the proto language, Proto Wito-
toan, and claims that there are two branches in this language family: Proto Bora‑Muinane
and ProtoWitoto‑Ocaina. According to Aschmann (1993), Murui is from theWitoto‑Ocaina
branch of the family along with Nɨpode, Mɨnɨca and Ocaina. He lists sixteen phonemes
for Murui: /p, b, ɸ, β, m, t, d, θ, r, n, ɲ, tʃ, dʒ, k, ɡ, h/ and six vowels /a, e, i, o, u, ï/, but
he says that the /p/ is a rare phoneme with limited distribution (1993:14).
Aschmann (1993) does not give an analysis for the alternation of [t] ~ [d], but he
acknowledges that there is an alternation that occurs with these consonants. He claims
that the alveolar consonants in Proto Witoto‑Ocaina underwent multiple splits over time.
1 Simons & Fennig (2017) list Mica as a dialect of Murui. They are mutually intelligible and only differ in
lexical and phonological aspects according to Becerra & Petersen de Piñeros (2012:20).
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Aschmann noted the alternations, but excluded the occurrences of the suffixes from the
analysis of [d] since they obscured the distribution of the [d]. He writes: “more than half
of the occurrences of /d/ in Huitoto in the word list are in adjective‑verb suffixes /‑de/ or
/‑re‑de/. I have excluded these suffixes in making the phoneme counts and totals, since
they would obscure the historical correspondences” (Aschmann 1993:5). His examples of
the [t] ~ [d] alternations are shown in (1).
(1) Murui ‑de, ‑te, ‑re‑de
Mɨnɨca ‑de, ‑te, ‑re‑de, ‑re‑ra
Nɨpode ‑de, ‑ɗe, ‑re‑de
Muinane ‑no, ‑ño, ‑ne, ‑ñe, ‑ʔi
Bora ‑ne(e), ‑nʸe(e)
Example (1) shows that there is an alveolar alternation that occurs in three of the six Wito-
toan languages (Ocaina is not included in this list). Achmann's reconstruction successfully
shows the phonological relationship between the Witotoan languages. The evidence from
(1) suggests that the pattern of alternations seen in Murui is a characteristic of the Wito-
toan language family.
2.2 A tagmemic analysis of Murui
Bryan and Shirley Burtch used tagmemic theory to analyze the morphology and syntax
of Murui. They divided the verbs into five classes which they describe as two transitive
verb classes, two intransitive verb classes and one stative verb class (S. Burtch 1983:2,
132). Table 2 shows these five verb classes with the active and passive indicative suffixes
and the imperative suffixes that appear in each class.
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Table 2. S. Burtch’s analysis of the five verb classes in Murui
Mood/Voice act.ind pass.ind imp
Class I Transitive ‑dɯ ‑ka
Class II Transitive ‑tɯ ‑ɡa ‑no, ‑ne, ‑ɲo
Class III Intransitive ‑dɯ ‑tɯ ‑ne
Class IV Intransitive ‑tɯ ‑ɲo
Class V Stative* ‑dɯ ‑tɯ
*(S. Burtch 1983:132) says this verb class occurs with the [‑dɯ]
allomorph more often than the [‑tɯ] allomorph.
Table 2 shows how the verb classes are characterized by the different suffixes. Class I
consists of transitive verbs that have the [‑dɯ] form of the active indicative suffix. This
class has the [‑ka] form of the passive indicative suffix and does not have an imperative
suffix. Class II verbs are transitive verbs that have the [‑tɯ] allomorph of the active
indicative suffix and the [‑ɡa] allomorph of the passive indicative suffix. These verbs
have the imperative suffixes [‑no] ~ [‑ne] ~ [‑ɲo]. Class III verbs are intransitive with the
[‑dɯ] or [‑tɯ] active indicative allomorphs. These verbs have one form of the imperative
suffix [‑ne]. Class IV verbs are also intransitive with the [‑tɯ] active indicative suffix. The
imperative form used with these verbs is [‑ɲo] (S. Burtch 1983:132).
B. Burtch & Wise (1968) say the four classes of transitive and intransitive verb roots
are distinguished by the occurrence of what they call thematic suffixes. They analyzed
the morphemes by assigning a tagmeme number to each suffix. The tagmeme numbers
correspond to a position in the tagmeme chart. The tagmeme chart for Murui created
by B. Burtch & Wise (1968) has thirteen suffix positions. Each position in the chart is
associated with multiple suffixes. Some of these suffixes can move to a new position
in the verb structure or be repeated. They use the term "terminal suffix" for the active
indicative and passive indicative suffixes and represent these suffixes with a four‑digit
number (e.g. 1111). They use the term "thematic suffixes" to describe other suffixes in
Murui. The thematic suffixes are represented by a three‑digit number (e.g. 111).
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B. Burtch & Wise (1968:24) say that there are two allomorphs of the active indicative
suffix, [‑tɯ] and [‑dɯ], and they describe the suffixes that require a certain allomorph
of it. The verb classes they refer to are the verb classes established by S. Burtch (1983).
They refer to the suffixes by their tagmeme number. I have indicated the suffixes they
refer to by placing the suffixes in square brackets with their meanings.2 The “allomorph
of ‑tï of 1111 [‑tɯ ‘active indicative’ AH] occurs when a member of class II or class IV
and some class III verb roots immediately precede, or it occurs when thematic suffix 111
[‑ta ‘causative’ AH], 181 [‑kabi ‘habitual repetitive’ AH], 241 [‑θɯ ‘plural’ AH], or 261
[‑i ‘future’ AH] immediately precedes. Allomorph ‑dï [‑dɯ ‘active indicative’ AH] occurs
elsewhere” (1968:24). They do not discuss possible causes for the alternations between
[‑tɯ] and [‑dɯ].
2.3 A pattern of alternations in the Witotoan languages
This pattern of alternations of alveolar and velar stops has been described in three of
the languages from the Witoto‑Ocaina branch of the Witotoan family. These languages
are Murui, Mɨnɨca, Muinane, and one dialect of Murui called Mɨka Doode.3 Mɨnɨca, ISO
639‑3 code [hto] (also known as Meneca and Minica), has two allomorphs of the active
indicative suffix, [‑tɯ] ~ [‑dɯ], and two allomorphs of the passive indicative suffix, [‑ka]
~ [‑ɡa]. These are the same alternations seen in Murui. In Mɨnɨca, the passive allomorph
[‑ka] is more common than [‑ɡa] (Minor & Minor 1982:83). Minor & Minor (1976) do
not give an analysis for why these alternations occur in the active and passive indicative
suffixes. As in Murui, Mɨnɨca deletes the third person singular agreement when the passive
indicative suffix is present in the verb.
In Muinane, ISO 639‑3 code [hux] (also known as Muinanɨ, Nɨpode and Nipode), there
are similar cases of allomorphy with the active and passive indicative suffixes. The data
was gathered during the years 1952‑1954 and from 1956‑1960 by Eugene Minor (Loos
2 The symbol [ï] is used by B. Burtch & Wise (1968) for the high back unrounded vowel [ɯ]. This vowel
is also transcribed as the symbol [ɨ] by S. Burtch (1978), S. Burtch (1983) and B. Burtch (2008/1975).
3 Von Kinder (1936) presents a grammar of a Witotoan language. In this grammar he discusses the verb
conjugations and different aspects of the pronunciation and the grammar of the language. He gives a sub-
stantial word list with the different forms of each word. There is evidence that the alveolar alternations are
present in this language as well. The text is unclear about which Witotoan language the data is from (Von
Kinder 1936:VIII).
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& Minor 1963:37-38). In Muinane, Loos & Minor (1963) say that there are four active
indicative allomorphs, [‑dɯ] ~ [‑ʔdɯ] ~ [‑de] ~ [‑ʔde], connective, and two passive
indicative allomorphs, [‑ka] ~ [‑ɡa], passive completive. Muinane has two verb classes
but the organization of the classes has not been determined (1963:57-58). The alveolar
alternations seen in Muinane are the same alternations of the active indicative suffix in
Murui, but Loos & Minor (1963) use the transcription [‑ʔdɯ] instead of [‑tɯ]. In Muinane,
the passive allomorphs are identical to the passive allomorphs in Murui. As in Murui, the
velar stops in the passive allomorphs alternate in voicing.
Mɨka Doode has the same active and passive alternations as Murui. In Mɨka Doode,
Petersen de Piñeros (1994) claims that alternations seen in the active and passive indica-
tive allomorphs are determined by the number of moras in the verb roots. One and three
mora roots have the [‑tɯ] and [‑ɡa] allomorphs and bimoraic roots have the [‑dɯ] and
[‑ka] allomorphs. She is the first to suggest an analysis for these alternations and she
claims that her analysis may apply to other Witotoan languages. I discuss how her analy-
sis applies to the Murui data in chapter 7.4
2.4 Summary
Aschmann’s reconstruction of Proto Witotoan is the first attempt to show the phono-
logical relationship between all of the Witotoan languages. He notes that the alveolar
and velar stops alternate in three of the languages in the Huitoto‑Ocaiana branch of the
Witotoan language family. These alternations may be a linguistic characteristic of the
language family. The first phonological analysis of these alternations was by Petersen de
Piñeros (1994).
4 Original: “Aunque los trabajos de los citados autores tratan las variantes dialectales bue y mɨnɨka, re-
spectivamente, es muy probable que la aparición de dɨ/tɨ obedezca a la misma regla en todas las variantes
dialectales del uitoto como se desprende de las investigaciones adelantadas, bajo nuestra dirección, por Gladys
Osorio y Mirta Pérez (1991:49) y Daniel Monje (tesis en preparación) sobre el mɨka raite y el nɨpode, respec-




In this chapter I discuss the data I used for my research (section 3.1) and I present
an overview of word‑based morphology (section 3.2). I rely heavily on the description
of classical word and paradigm theory by Blevins (2016) in my discussion of word‑based
morphology. I compare a word‑based model of morphology to other models within the
general word and paradigm approach. I describe the importance of analogy and show
how new word forms are deduced through analogy from known word forms. Finally, I
discuss the notion of diagnostic forms and their role in identifying verb classes. I conclude
this chapter with my application of word‑based morphology in Murui (section 3.3).
3.1 Data
The primary data for this thesis is a list of 1300 word forms compiled by S. Burtch
(1978). The word list includes verbs, nouns, adjectives, question words, and numerals.
It was meant to be an exercise for phonology students, so some verbs have complete
paradigms while others have only one or two forms. I focus my analysis on the inflectional
morphology of the verbs in this list. There are no available recordings of this data and I
have not elicited data from other speakers. I use the transcriptions by S. Burtch (1978)
for my analysis. The verbs from this list are found in Appendix A and Appendix B. The
Spanish glosses of these verbs were done by Bryan and Shirley Burtch. I translated the
Spanish glosses into English using Kellogg (1999). In my analysis I follow the glossing
conventions in the Leipzig Glossing Rules (Comrie et al. 2015).
Other sources of data are a phonology of Murui by B. Burtch (2008/1975), a collec-
tion of Murui texts compiled by B. Burtch (1985), and a two‑volume dictionary of Murui
compiled by S. Burtch (1983). Bryan and Shirley Burtch were SIL linguists who began liv-
ing and working among the Murui people in 1955. They collected data during the years
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they spent among the Murui and they did phonological and morphological analyses of the
Murui language.
3.2 Introduction to word and paradigm morphology
There are two types of morphological theories according to Blevins (2006:533): con-
structive and abstractive. Constructive approaches build word forms from their roots and
stems, and they store roots, stems and morphemes in the lexicon. Blevins (2006:533) says
that a constructive approach “isolates recurrent bases and exponents within a system,
encapsulates each of these elements in an individual rule or entry that represents their
grammatical properties, and then derives surface word forms from these simple elements
by rules or other combinatoric principles.” The rules that he mentions are the spell‑out
rules and realization rules seen in the stem and paradigm models of Word and Paradigm
morphology.
In contrast, an abstractive approach, such as a word‑based model, stores word forms
in the lexicon (Blevins 2006:537). He says “the key assumptions of an abstractive ap-
proach are that exemplary paradigms and principal part inventories contain word forms,
and that grammatically distinctive patterns are resident in these actual forms” (2006:544).
A word‑based model does not build word forms from individual morphemes. Instead,
a word‑based model of morphology treats words as “the basic elements of a system,
and regards roots, stems and exponents as abstractions over a set of full forms” (Blevins
2006:531).
There are several different branches of word and paradigm morphology, as noted by
Blevins & Ackerman (2015:4):
However the modern WP tradition that grew out of the work of Matthews (1965,
1972) is less uniformly word‑based. This tradition includes, among other approaches,
the Extended WP model (Anderson 1982)/A‑Morphous Morphology (Anderson 1992),
Paradigm Function Morphology (Stump 2001), and the family of realization‑based and
lexeme‑based approaches (Zwicky 1985; Aronoff 1994; Beard 1995).
Aword‑basedmodel of morphology is theoretically closer to the classical word and paradigm
model of morphology that is used for analyzing the morphology of classical languages.
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Blevins (2006:537) says, “unlike many contemporary approaches, traditional models do
not impose a radical separation of ‘data’ and ‘patterns’, but represent the morphologi-
cal patterns of a language by actual forms that display those patterns.” The inflectional
classes are identifiable through the morphological patterns seen in the word forms. Once
these morphological patterns are known, they can be used to deduce other word forms
through proportional analogies from the principal parts of a paradigm. The concept of
proportional analogies is discussed by Blevins (2016) and (2006) and is his interpretation
of the proportional analogies used by Paul (1920) and Matthews (1991).1 A word‑based
model is different from word and paradigm models which build word forms from stems
and exponents using realization rules. Blevins (2006:534) refers to the theories that build
word forms from stems and exponents as “stem and paradigm models.” He considers the
theories of Anderson (1992) and Aronoff (1994) to be stem and paradigm models.
One implication of building word forms from pieces, such as in a stem and paradigm
model, is that the relationship between the word forms and their paradigm cells is lost
(Blevins & Ackerman 2015:15). A word‑based theory is dependent on the relationship
between the cells in a paradigm for word formation. Blevins & Ackerman (2015:23) say,
“instead of disassembling a language into inventories of ‘atoms’ that can be combined
to build larger units, WP [word and paradigm AH] analyses focus on the implicational
structure defined over networks of interrelated elements.”
Analogy is important in word‑based morphology because word‑based morphology
focuses on the relationships between the cells of a paradigm. Blevins (2016:80) says,
“the patterns exhibited by exemplary paradigms are extended by matching ‘principal
parts’ against cells in exemplary paradigms, and deducing additional forms by analogy to
the forms that realize other exemplary cells.” Proportional analogies are used by Blevins
(2016:98) to show the relationships between the cells of a paradigm and to demonstrate
how new word forms are deduced through analogy to the known paradigm cells. He gives
the formula for a four‑part analogy used by Matthews (1991) to show how word forms
can be deduced: “a : b = c : X, in which a, b and c are all given, and the analogical
1 See Matthews (1972) for his application of word and paradigm morphology on the inflectional morphol-
ogy of Latin and Matthews (1991) for a discussion of the classical word and paradigm model.
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step involves ‘solving for X’.” The relationship in this formula is between the cells of a
paradigm, not the individual word forms.
The principal parts are the key for deducing every possible word form and are estab-
lished by creating exemplary paradigms. Blevins (2016:86) cites Hale and Buck (1903:77)
saying, “certain forms of the verbs are known as the Principal Parts, because they furnish
the key to the inflection of any given verb.” When word forms are put into paradigms, the
morphological patterns become visible and the principal parts are identified. According to
Blevins (2016:100), “because analogical principles deduce rather than build novel forms,
they can exploit any predictive patterns, without attaching grammatical significance to
the segmentations that are of predictive value.”
There are two criteria for establishing principal parts: they must be used frequently
and they must identify class membership (Blevins 2016:87). He says, “principal parts will,
in effect, emerge from the language model that a speaker constructs based on frequency
and patterns of co‑occurrence” (2016:89). The process of deciding which forms are princi-
pal parts is difficult. Blevins (2016:89) says that in choosing principal parts the, “value of
a principal part correlates with its relative informativeness, not with its status as a citation
form or reference form.”
3.3 A word‑based approach to Murui
For my analysis I use four‑part proportional analogies to show how unknown word
forms can be deduced from known forms. Blevins (2016:99) says, “four‑part analogies rep-
resent the smallest proportional deduction, as at least three known forms are needed to
identify a fourth.” It is possible to deduce unknown forms through analogy from the prin-
cipal parts. Blevins (2006:533) describes the benefit of a principal parts analysis: “within
a traditional WP model, principal parts identify the class of an item, and thereby associate
it with exemplary paradigms that permit the analogical deduction of other forms.” He also
claims that the principal parts can be models for the analogies (2006:538).
I use Blevins’ terminology "minimal verb structure" to to describe the minimal struc-
ture of basic verb forms in Murui. The term minimal verb structure is used by Blevins
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(2006:558) to describe Georgian verbs in their simplest form with no class‑specific vari-
ation shown in the verb. Although there is class‑specific information shown in the allo-
morphs of the active indicative suffix, the third person singular nonfuture active forms are
the basic verb forms with the minimal verb structure in Murui. I consider these forms to
be the principal parts.
I have chosen the third person singular nonfuture active indicative forms as the prin-
cipal parts because they provide the most information for deducing the other forms in
a paradigm, they occur most frequently, and they show the most variation in the active
indicative suffix allomorphs. This variation is shown in the verbs in Table 3. Table 3 has
three verbs with the active indicative allomorph [‑d] and two verbs with active indicative
allomorph [‑t].
Table 3. Class‑identifying information in Murui
Class I ekade ‘give food’
Class I ɡade ‘go down (river)’
Class I ɸɯnode ‘try’
Class II mete ‘lick’
Class II hɯte ‘plant yucca’
Class II bite ‘come’
The final part of a word‑based theory that I use for my analysis is the notion of “di-
agnostic forms”. The term diagnostic forms is used by Blevins (2016:78) to describe word
forms that identify conjugation classes. Following Blevins, “a form is of diagnostic value
to the extent that it has a distinctive (morphologically conditioned) shape corresponding
to each class” (2016:80). Diagnostic forms can be principal parts but that is not a require-
ment. I also consider the passive and causative forms to be diagnostic forms since these
forms identify the verb classes but they do not occur frequently enough to be principal
parts. I use the term "non‑diagnostic" forms for the future, negative, andative, venitive,
and desiderative verb forms. These forms do not have any class‑identifying information
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in their morphology. While it is possible to deduce these forms from the principal parts,
it is not possible to use a reverse analogy to deduce the principal parts from these forms.
Finally, I use the concept of reverse proportional analogies in my analysis in order
to show how the diagnostic forms may be used to deduce the principal parts of a verb
class. I also use reverse proportional analogies to show that the principal parts can not be
deduced from the non‑diagnostic forms.
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CHAPTER 4
SOME FEATURES OF MURUI
In this chapter I discuss some of the basic features of Murui. Stress in Murui is
non‑phonemic. B. Burtch (2008/1975:iii) says “the first syllable of every word receives
primary stress and a high intonation. The third syllable receives secondary stress and
a slightly raised intonation.”1 Murui has been described as a nominative‑accusative lan-
guage (Wise 1999:320).
4.1 Consonants and vowels
I assume the phonology of Murui by B. Burtch (2008/1975) for my analysis. His
phonology of Murui is similar to the phonology proposed by Petersen de Piñeros (1994).
The phonemes of Murui are presented in Table 4.
1 B. Burtch (2008/1975:iii) says, “La primera sílaba de cada palabra lleva el acento con la entonacion
elevada. La tercera sílaba lleva un acento ligero con la entonación un poco elevada.”
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Table 4. Phonemes of Murui
Plosives b t d k ɡ
Affricates tʃ dʒ
Nasals m n ɲ
Fricatives ɸ β θ h
Flap ɾ
Vowels a e i o ɯ u
Diphthongs aɯ ai ui oi oɯ ue ua ei
Triphthongs uaɯ
In his phonology B. Burtch (2008/1975:9) says, “a non‑phonemic glottal stop occurs after
a word is spoken in isolation but this glottal stop disappears in rapid speech”.2
The six vowels found in Murui are common among northwestern Amazonian lan-
guages. Dixon & Aikhenvald (1999:8) say, “the high unrounded central vowel ɨ is fre-
quent. A typical Amazonian vowel system has five members: i, e, a, ɨ, u/o.” Aschmann
(1993:124) says “the Witotoan languages have an astonishing propensity for generating
and retaining the high back unrounded vowel /ï/, both as a pure vowel and in diphthongs
such as /aï/. This is a strong areal tendency in Northwestern South America generally.”
The high back unrounded vowel in Murui has been transcribed in two different ways
in the literature about Murui, /ɨ/and /ï/. S. Burtch (1983:1:12) says that “/ɨ/ is a back
vowel, like the u in Spanish, but with the lips in the position to pronounce i, it is a high,
back, unrounded vowel.”3 There is also a velar approximant that occurs as a transition
following this vowel that is transcribed throughout the Murui corpus in S. Burtch (1978).
Phonetically, this transition is more expected with the vowel /ɯ/ rather than the vowel
2 Original: “una oclusive glotal, que no es fonémica se encuentra después de palabras aisladas. En el habla
rápida hay tendencia a no usar la oclusiva glotal en las junturas de palabras” (B. Burtch 2008/1975:9).
3 Original: “ɨ es una vocal posterior, como la u del castellano, pero con los labios en posición para pronun-
ciar la i, es decir, es una vocal alta, posterior, no redondeada ” (S. Burtch 1983:1:12).
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/ɨ/. Because of the velar approximant and the descriptions of this vowel found in B. Burtch
(2008/1975:9) and S. Burtch (1983:1:12), I transcribe this vowel as /ɯ/.4
4.2 Diphthongs and long vowels in Murui
Diphthongs and long vowels are present in Murui and they contrast with sequences
of non‑geminate vowels in Murui. As mentioned in Table 4, the following diphthongs
occur in Murui: [aɯ], [ai], [ui], [oi], [oɯ], [ue], [ua], and [ei]. I represent diphthongs
with a tie bar (e.g. [a͡ɯ]). This is not a standard convention of the IPA but it is helpful
for distinguishing between diphthongs and other sequences of vowels. Table 5 shows the
contrast between vowels in hiatus and diphthongs.
4 The phonemic transcriptions of /i, e, a, o, u, ɨ/ were used in S. Burtch (1978). B. Burtch (2008/1975)







































































































































































































































I have separated the syllables in Table 5 with a period and added the tie bar above the
diphthongs in order to more clearly distinguish between the diphthongs and sequences of
consecutive vowels.5
4.3 Syllable structure
I propose a maximum syllable template for Murui of [CVVV]MAX. Table 6 shows the
syllable structure of some third person singular verbs and singular nouns. In Table 6 I
represent diphthongs with a tie bar.
5 The diphthongs in (S. Burtch 1983) are represented with a grave accent on the second vowel of the
diphthong. B. Burtch (2008/1975) and S. Burtch (1978) used double grave accents to represent diphthongs



















































































































































































































































































































































Without the tie bar over the diphthongs it is not possible to distinguish between #19
and #20 in Table 6 from their transcriptions alone. The [VV] syllables in Table 6 are
diphthongs or geminate vowels, such as the geminate vowel seen in #26, [ɸɯɯde]. Table
6 shows some words with two adjacent vowels that belong to separate syllables such as #5,
[ti.u.e] ‘type of tar’, and #11, [tɯ.e.de] ‘fell (tree)’. It is common to see long sequences
of vowels in the Witotoan languages as shown in Table 6 in #8, [dɯa͡ide] ‘bleed out’, and
#10, [dʒia͡ikɯ] ‘cicada’.6
4.4 Morphological characteristics of Murui
The verbal morphology of Murui is expressed through suffixes. Payne (1990:221)
says prefixes are rare in these languages. She also says that infixation is not common
(1990:217). According to Dixon & Aikhenvald (1999:8), “the majority of languages are
polysynthetic and head marking; agglutinating with little fusion.” Payne (1990:214) de-
scribes the morphology of Amazonian languages by saying:
Indigenous SA [South American AH] languages are dominantly polysynthetic. In most,
modifications such as tense, aspect, mood, location, direction, type of movement ac-
companying the action, causation and other valence‑changing operations, and indica-
tion of person, number, and gender can, or must, be indicated by bound verbal affixes.
In some languages, evidentiality, passive versus active voice, negation, and registra-
tion of the semantic role of physical shape of the arguments must also be indicated by
bound verbal affixes.
The structure of the minimal verbs in Murui is illustrated in (2). This is the basic form
of all Murui verbs.
(2) Root‑Mood/Voice‑Agreement
The verbs in table 7 have the minimal verb structure presented in (2). Table 7 is set up
according to the minimal verb structure and the complete verb forms are in the fourth col-
6 See Minor (1956) for an analysis of the vowel sequences in the Witotoan languages.
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umn. The verbs are divided into two groups: verbs that have the voiced active indicative
allomorph and verbs that have the voiceless active indicative allomorph.
Table 7. Minimal structure of verb forms in Murui
Root act.ind 3sg Gloss
[‑d]
bɯi ‑d ‑e bɯide ‘lie down’
noi ‑d ‑e noide ‘bathe oneself’
ta͡ɯ ‑d ‑e ta͡ɯde ‘break’
tɯe ‑d ‑e tɯede ‘fell (tree)’
koe ‑d ‑e koede ‘fish with machete’
ɾa͡ɯ ‑d ‑e ɾa͡ɯde ‘sit’
da͡ia ‑d ‑e da͡iade ‘jump’
ha͡i ‑d ‑e ha͡ide ‘go’
[‑t]
ɾa͡ɯ ‑t ‑e ɾa͡ɯte ‘dig’
me ‑t ‑e mete ‘lick’
ɸi ‑t ‑e ɸite ‘blow’
ha͡ɯ ‑t ‑e ha͡ɯte ‘row’
ɾo ‑t ‑e ɾote ‘sing’
ta͡ɯ ‑t ‑e ta͡ɯte ‘carve’
θa͡i ‑t ‑e θa͡ite ‘dance’
ɡu͡i ‑t ‑e ɡu͡ite ‘eat meat’
In chapter 6 I discuss other suffixes that are present in the verb structure. These include
future tense, negative, the directionals (andative ‘go’ and venitive ‘come’), and desidera-
tive suffixes. The verb structure with these other suffixes is shown in 8. The highlighted
cells represent the basic verb structure of Murui shown previously in (2).
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Table 8. Murui verb structure












A verb can have all of the suffixes shown in Table 8 or it can have a combination of them.
As mentioned above, every verb must have a suffix for mood or voice and a suffix for
agreement.7
The data in S. Burtch (1978) has verb forms with the causative suffix preceding the
andative suffix and verb forms with the andative suffix preceding the causative suffix.
When the causative suffix precedes the andative suffix the scope is narrow. The causative
suffix preceding the andative suffix is shown in the two verbs in (3). The verb [bɯide] ‘lie
down’ is in (3a) and it has the active indicative allomorph [‑d] in the third person singular
form. The verb [ekonote] ‘open’ is in (3b) and it has the active indicative allomorph [‑t]




‘I have made him/her go lie down.’




‘He/she made him/her go open.’
‘(Le) ha hecho (ir a) abrir.’
‘(Le) hizo que (él) fuera a abrir (la puerta).’  [S. Burtch (1978:144, 146, #312,
#358)]
7 There are more suffixes that may be present in verbs but I do not discuss them here.
8 There are three allomorphs of the andative suffix. The allomorphs [‑a͡i] ~ [‑ha͡i] are shown in (3).
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In the verb forms in example (3) the agent made the patient go to perform an action. The
andative suffix may also precede the causative suffix. When the andative directional [‑a͡i]
‘go’ precedes the causative suffix in the verb structure the scope is wide.9
Example (4) shows the same two verbs from (3) with the directional preceding the
causative in the verb structure. The two allomorphs of the andative suffix [‑θa͡i] ~ [‑a͡i]
are shown in (4).
(4) a. bɯi‑θa͡i‑ta‑dɯ‑ku͡e
lie.down‑and‑caus‑act.ind‑1sg
‘I went to make him/her lie down.’
‘He ido, estoy yendo a hacer que se acueste.’   [S. Burtch (1978:147, #386)]
b. ekonu‑a͡i‑ta‑t‑e
open‑and‑caus‑act.ind‑3sg
‘He/she goes make him/her open (the door). He/she went to make him/her open
(the door).’
‘Va a hacer (le) abrir (la puerta).’
‘Ha ido a hacer (le) abrir (la puerta).’   [S. Burtch (1978:144, #313)]
The verbs in example (4) all require that the agent went to cause the patient to perform
an action. S. Burtch (1978:147) says that these forms are not used often.10
The structure of a verb with the active indicative allomorphs [‑tɯ] and [‑t] is shown
in Table 9. Table 9 has the structure of the verb [ekonote] ‘open.act.ind.3sg’ with its
directional, desiderative, future, and nonfuture forms. The first and third person singular
forms of this verb are in Table 9 since the corpus did not have all of these forms inflected
for any one person.
9 It is possible that the venitive directional and the causative may also switch positions in the verb structure
but there is no evidence of this in the Murui corpus.
10 The allomorphy of the active indicative suffix in examples (3) and (4) is discussed in section 5.4.
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*I transcribed the future form [ekonua͡iite] including the future suffix [‑i].
It is likely that this verb is phonetically pronounced [ekonu͡aite] (S. Burtch 1978:143).
Table 10 shows a verb with the active indicative allomorphs [‑dɯ] ~ [‑d]. The structure
of the verb [tɯede] ‘fell.tree.act.ind.3sg’ is shown in Table 10 with multiple suffixes in
the verb. The directional in Table 10 is the andative suffix and it precedes the causative
suffix. There were no examples of the causative suffix preceding the andative suffix for
this verb present in the corpus.
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* The third person passive verb forms do not have the third person singular
agreement suffix.
4.5 Active indicative suffix allomorphs
Murui has four allomorphs for the active indicative suffix: [‑tɯ] ~ [‑dɯ] ~ [‑t] ~
[‑d]. The active indicative suffix in Murui has previously been glossed indicative by
S. Burtch (1983:2:132), verbal by B. Burtch & Wise (1968:24), assertive by Petersen
de Piñeros (1994:33,35), predicate by Becerra & Petersen de Piñeros (2012:28), and
thematic by Wise (1999:326). Wise (1990) cites the definition of thematic suffixes from
Matteson (1972:165) saying the term “thematic is used to gloss affixes which have little,
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if any, semantic content but are required ‘to mark the closure of particular strings of
morphemes’” (Wise 1990:90). She goes on to say “they are elements which are added
to the root (or in Maipuran to a root or suffix) in order to constitute a theme to which
inflectional affixes can be added. They are category‑changing in the sense that the verb
is incomplete without them. Selection usually depends upon arbitrary classes of roots”
(Wise 1990:90).
The minimal verb structure mentioned in 4.4 does not give any details for determining
which allomorph of the active indicative suffix should be present in a verb form. The
distribution of the active indicative allomorphs appears to be phonologically unpredictable
as shown in Table 7. Table 11 shows the active indicative suffix allomorphs in some other
third person singular verb forms. I have separated the syllables with a period in the column
of roots and I separated the root from the active indicative suffix and the agreement suffix
with a hyphen.
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Table 11. Allomorphs of the active indicative suffix
Root Root‑act.ind‑3sg Gloss




Group B: CV.V ba.ɯ baɯ‑d‑e ‘die’
de.i dei‑d‑e ‘rain’
ɾu.i ɾui‑d‑e ‘roast meat’
Group C: CV.CV be.ɡo beɡo‑d‑e ‘splash’
θe.ɸe θeɸe‑t‑e ‘abandon’
ta.me tame‑d‑e ‘mix’
Group D: CVV.CV ma͡ɯ.hɯ ma͡ɯhɯ‑d‑e ‘work’
na͡ɯ.dʒi na͡ɯ.dʒi.de ‘tremble’
Group E: CV.CVV ko.mu͡i komu͡i‑d‑e ‘grow’
Group F: CVV hɯɯ hɯɯ‑d‑e ‘pray’
ha͡i ha͡i‑d‑e ‘go’
ha͡ɯ ha͡ɯ‑t‑e ‘row’
ma͡ɯ ma͡ɯ‑t‑e ‘tie up’
ɸu͡i ɸu͡i‑t‑e ‘finish’
ɾa͡ɯ ɾa͡ɯ‑d‑e ‘sit’
θo͡i θo͡i‑d‑e ‘fall connected
(like fruit)’
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Table 11 shows that the allomorphs of the active indicative suffix are not predictable from
the roots of the verbs alone. The verbs in table 11 are presented in six groups based on
the number of syllables in the verb roots and the syllable structure of the verb roots. The
roots in Group A have a clear CV syllable template. All of the verbs in Group A have the
active indicative allomorph [‑t]. All of the verb roots in Groups B‑E have two syllables.
There is only one example in Group C of a two‑syllable root with the [‑t] allomorph of
the active indicative suffix, the rest of the roots in Groups B‑E have the [‑d] allomorph.
Following the description of the vowel sequences found in S. Burtch (1978) and B. Burtch
(2008/1975), I consider the roots in group B‑ E to be two‑syllable roots.
Roots with one syllable are shown in groups A and F. There does not appear to be
a way to predict whether a one‑syllable root will have the [‑t] allomorph or the [‑d]
allomorph. Because these allomorphs appear to be unpredictable from the structure of
the verb roots I claim that the allomorphs of the active indicative suffix identify the verb
classes.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter I discussed various features in Murui that are relevant to this thesis.
I presented the phonemes of Murui (section 4.1) and discussed the diphthongs and long
vowels in Murui (section 4.2). This was followed by a discussion of the syllable structure
(section 4.3). I discussed significant morphological characteristics of Murui, focusing on
the minimal verb structure (section 4.4). Finally, I discussed the allomorphs of the active





In this chapter I present my analysis of the inflectional morphology of Murui verbs
using word‑based morphology as described by Blevins. Recall from section 3.2 that a
word‑based analysis does not require a speaker to build a complete word form from the
root and the individual morphemes. Instead, the roots and stems of verbs, as well as
any recurring morphological patterns are found by examining complete verb forms in
paradigms.
First, in section 5.1 I discuss agreement in Murui and show that the third person
plural active forms and the third person singular passive forms can be deduced through
proportional analogy. In section 5.2 I present my analysis of the two verb classes in
Murui and show how they are distinguished through the principal parts of each class. I
discuss the principal parts in Murui and their class‑identifying morphology. The principal
parts are the basic verb forms that are the models for deducing unknown verb forms
through proportional analogy. I use Blevins’ terminology to refer to the principal parts as
diagnostic forms because they mark class membership through their morphology. Next,
in sections 5.3 and 5.4 I discuss how to deduce the passive and causative verb forms from
the principal parts. I claim the passive and the causative verb forms are also diagnostic
forms that indicate verb class membership, but they are not principal parts.
5.1 Agreement in Murui
Agreement suffixes are the final suffixes to attach to a verb stem and they reflect the
person, number, and (in some cases) gender of the subject of the clause. Murui has first,
second, and third persons, and singular, dual, and plural number. It also distinguishes
between masculine and feminine gender in dual number. The agreement suffixes are
shown in Table 12.
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Table 12. Agreement suffixes
1 2 3
Singular ‑ku͡e ‑o ‑e
Dual masculine ‑koko ‑omɯko ‑ia͡ɯma͡ia͡ɯ
Dual feminine ‑ka͡͡iɲa͡ɯ ‑omɯɲo͡ɯ ‑ia͡ɯɲua͡ɯ
Plural ‑ka͡ɯ ‑omo͡ɯ ‑makɯ
These suffixes are shown in the paradigm of the verb [dotade] ‘throw.out:act.ind:3sg’ in
table 13.1
Table 13. Paradigm for [dotade] ‘throw.out:act.ind:3sg’ 2
1 2 3
Singular dotadɯ‑ku͡e dotadɯ‑o dotad‑e
Dual masculine dotadɯ‑koko dotadɯ‑omɯko dotadɯ‑ia͡ɯma͡ia͡ɯ
Dual feminine dotadɯ‑ka͡iɲa͡ɯo dotadɯ‑omɯko dotadɯ‑ia͡ɯɲua͡ɯ
Plural dotadɯ‑ka͡ɯ dotadɯ‑omɯko dotadɯ‑makɯ
As shown in Table 13 the third person singular form is the only form that does not have
the vowel [ɯ] before the agreement suffix. The two active indicative allomorphs [‑t] and
[‑d] are present in third person singular verbs.
Table 14 shows second and third person singular and plural forms of four verbs. Each
second person verb has two forms, the first one has the [ɯ] in the active indicative suffix
and the [ɯ] is deleted in the second form. Both of the second person forms are acceptable.
The gaps in table 14 are because these forms were not found in theMurui corpus; I presume
that they are all just accidental gaps. I have added the forms with the asterisks to represent
1 The verb [dotade] ‘throw.out:act.ind:3sg’ is the only verb with all of the agreement markings in S.
Burtch (1978). I have used this verb in order to show how agreement is marked.
2 The following example shows the verb [dotade] ‘throw.out:act.ind:3sg’ in a context: [rɯɲo ie ɯnina
dotade] ‘to divorce the husband (divorciar al esposo)’ (S. Burtch 1983:1:66).
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Table 14 shows that the agreement suffixes appear with both allomorphs of the active
indicative suffix. The third person singular forms in table 14 are the only forms without the
vowel [ɯ] in the active indicative suffix. According to S. Burtch (1983:2, 137) the vowel
[ɯ] disappears when it is followed by the suffix for third person [‑e].3 A phonological
rule that would account for the deletion of the vowel [ɯ] in the third person singular and
the second person forms is shown in (5).
(5) [ɯ] deletion rule
a. ɯ → Ø/_____e (obligatory)
b. ɯ → Ø/_____o (optional)
In a word‑based model of morphology a rule for the deletion of [ɯ] in third person singular
forms is unnecessary. The morphological pattern for forming the third person singular
forms is to use allomorphs [‑d] ~ [‑t]. The morphological pattern for forming the first
person singular forms is to use the allomorphs [‑dɯ] ~ [‑tɯ] and the pattern for forming
the second person forms is to use either the allomorphs [‑dɯ] ~ [‑tɯ] or the allomorphs
[‑d] ~ [‑t] since both are acceptable.
I show that it is possible to deduce the third person plural forms from the third person
singular forms by using the formula for a four‑part proportional analogy shown in (6).4
(6) a : b = c : X
Solve for X
The analogy for deducing the third person plural forms from the third person singular with
the voiced active indicative allomorph is shown in (7). The third person singular form is
highlighted in this analogy to distinguish it from the third person plural form.
3 Original: “Antes de los sufijos de segunda persona, aparece la forma ‑tɨ‑ o ‑dɨ‑, pero la vocal ɨ desaparece
cuando va seguida por el sufijo de tercera persona, ‑e.”
4 I use the third person singular and plural forms to show the relationship between the singular and plural
forms but a proportional analogy could also be made for both first and second person singular and plural
forms.
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(7) Proportional analogy for the third person plural forms
Stem-act.ind-3sg Stem-act.ind-3pl Gloss
komu͡ide : komu͡idɯmakɯ ‘grow’
noide : X ‘bathe oneself’
By solving for X, a speaker could deduce that the correct third person plural form of [noide]
is [noidɯmakɯ]. The relationship between these forms is shown in (8).
(8) komu͡ide : komu͡idɯmakɯ = noide : noidɯmakɯ
The analogy in (9) shows the relationship between third person singular and third per-
son plural for verbs that have the voiced active indicative allomorph and verbs with the
voiceless active indicative allomorph is the same. I have also highlighted the third person
singular form in this analogy.
(9) Proportional analogy for the third person plural forms
Stem-act.ind-3sg Stem-act.ind-3pl Gloss
bite : bitɯmakɯ ‘come’
dʒoɸuete : X ‘teach’
By solving for X, the correct third person plural form of [dʒoɸuete] is [dʒoɸuetɯmakɯ].
This analogy is shown in (10).
(10) bite : bitɯmakɯ = dʒoɸuete : dʒoɸuetɯmakɯ
These analogies show that it is not possible to distinguish between the two verb classes
by the agreement suffixes alone. The morphological pattern for forming the third person
plural is the active indicative allomorphs, [‑dɯ] ~ [‑tɯ], and the third person plural
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agreement suffix [‑makɯ]. Verbs with the voiced active indicative allomorph and verbs
with the voiceless active indicative allomorph have this pattern.
As can be seen, the agreement suffixes are the same in the passive voice with the
exception of the third person singular passive form. The third person singular passive form
is marked by the absence of the agreement suffix, marked explicitly here with a zero. The
agreement suffixes in passive voice are shown in Table 15 in the verb [komu͡ide] ‘grow’.





Table 15 shows that the third person singular agreement suffix is not present in the passive
voice. In a word‑based approach passive agreement can be deduced using proportional
analogy. The analogy for deducing passive forms from active forms with the voiced active
indicative allomorph is shown in (11). I have highlighted the third person singular active
forms.
(11) Proportional analogy for third person passive agreement
Stem-act.ind-3sg Stem-pass.ind-[3sg] Gloss
tamede : tameka ‘mix’
atɯde : X ‘bring’
By solving for X, the correct solution is the passive form [atɯka]. The relationship between
active and passive third person verbs is shown in the analogy in (12).
(12) tamede : tameka = atɯde : atɯka
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It is also possible to deduce the passive agreement from active forms with the voiceless
allomorph of the active indicative suffix. These forms are shown in the analogy in (13).
Again, the third person singular active forms are highlighted.
(13) Proportional analogy third person passive agreement
Stem-act.ind-3sg Stem-pass.ind-[3sg] Gloss
ekonote : ekonoɡa ‘open’
ite : X ‘live’
By solving for X we can deduce the passive form [iɡa] from the pattern shown in (13).
The full analogy for the relationship between these active and the passive third person
singular forms is shown in (14).
(14) ekonote : ekonoɡa = ite : iɡa
If a speaker knows the relationship between the active and passive third person singular
cells in a paradigm, then the unknown third singular passives can be deduced through
analogy.
5.2 Murui verb classes
I claim that Murui verbs are divided into two arbitrary classes defined by principal
parts. The principal parts in Murui are the third person singular active indicative forms
and are illustrated in table 16.
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Table 16. Principal parts: third singular active indicative forms
Stem‑act.ind‑3sg Gloss




















Table 16 shows that the only difference between the verb classes is the allomorph of
the active indicative suffix that is present in each class. Class I verbs have the [‑d] ~
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[‑dɯ] allomorphs of the active indicative suffix and class II verbs have the [‑t] ~ [‑tɯ]
allomorphs.
I claim that the third person singular active indicative forms are the principal parts
in Murui because they provide the most information about verb class membership when
compared to other verb forms. The passive and causative verb forms also provide informa-
tion about verb class membership but they are less common than the third person singular
non‑causative active forms and therefore do not meet the requirements for principal parts
as discussed in section 3.2 and laid out in Blevins (2016:87). The principal parts are the
basic forms with only the root and the active indicative suffix with no other additional
suffixes present in the verb. From these basic forms other forms can be deduced through
proportional analogy.
Table 17 shows a paradigm of one verb from both classes. This paradigm shows the
different agreement endings that were discussed in section 5.1. In all active indicative
paradigms the first person singular is [‑ku͡e], the second person singular is [‑o], the third
person singular is [‑e].
Table 17. Person and number in Murui
Class I Class II
1sg act.ind dotadɯku͡e bitɯku͡e
2sg act.ind dotadɯo bitɯo
3sg act.ind dotade bite
Gloss ‘throw out’ ‘come’
I use the third person forms as the principal parts in my analysis since the third person
forms are more common cross‑linguistically, but the first and second person forms could
also be used as principal parts since they show the variation of the active indicative allo-
morphs.
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Table 18 shows transitive and intransitive verbs from both classes that appear with
the two allomorphs of the active indicative suffix. The verbs in this table are all third
person singular verbs.
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Table 18. Principal parts in transitive and intransitive verbs
Class I [‑d] Class II [‑t] Gloss
Transitive
ta͡ɯnode ‘break’ ɾote ‘sing’
tuade ‘spit’ ɾite ‘plant (fruit trees)’
koede ‘fish with machete’ ɾu͡ite ‘make (stick) trap’**
kanode ‘help’ θa͡ɯte ‘rub’
aɯde ‘chew’ θoɸete ‘abandon’
ha͡ide ‘go’ ote ‘obtain’
donide ‘skin’ ɾɯte ‘eat meat’
ɸakade ‘think’* nite ‘weave’
Intransitive
ɾide ‘arrive’ tote ‘flow (river)’
θaide ‘stop’ θa͡ite ‘dance’
θaɯde ‘rest’ bite ‘come’
teide ‘cough’ ɸu͡ite ‘wear out’
bɯide ‘lie down’ anaɸete ‘control’
* This word has three different glosses in the Murui corpus: ‘think, study, read’.
** The full gloss for this word is ‘make a trap with small sticks’.
Table 18 shows that verb class membership is not determined by the transitivity of the
verbs. Both transitive and intransitive verbs belong in each class. I claim that the only
markers of verb classes are the principal parts. From the principal parts we can deduce
every verb form in a paradigm.
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5.3 Passive
In this section I discuss the alternations that occur in passive voice. The passive in-
dicative allomorphs always have the opposite voicing of the active indicative allomorphs.
Some active and passive verb forms are shown in table 19.
Table 19. Third person singular active and passive forms
Stem‑act.ind‑3sg Stem‑pass.ind‑[3sg] Gloss
Class I ɸɯno‑d‑e ɸɯno‑ka ‘prepare’
tɯe‑d‑e tɯe‑ka ‘fell (tree)’
atɯ‑d‑e atɯ‑ka ‘bring’
ɸaka‑d‑e ɸaka‑ka ‘try’






ɾui‑d‑e ɾui‑ka ‘eat (meat)’





*The first person singular agreement suffix [‑ku͡e] is not deleted in passive verbs as
shown in the verb forms [dʒoɸuetɯku͡e] ‘teach:act.ind:1sg’ and [dʒoɸueɡaku͡e]
‘teach:pass.ind:1sg’ (S. Burtch 1978:135, #103 & #104).
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The class I passive verb forms in Table 19 have the [‑ka] allomorph and the class II passive
verb forms have the [‑ɡa] allomorph. I claim that the passive allomorphs, like the active
indicative allomorphs, are associated with the specific classes. Class I has the active in-
dicative allomorph [‑dɯ] and the passive indicative allomorph [‑ka] and class II has the
active indicative allomorph [‑tɯ] and the passive indicative allomorph [‑ɡa].
A word‑based analysis of the passive verb forms shows that passive verbs are able to
be deduced through the principal parts. I use the formula for proportional analogies found
in Blevins (2016:98) and shown in (15) to deduce verb forms from the principal parts.
(15) a : b = c : X
Solve for X
As noted in section 3.2, in order to solve for X in a four‑part analogy the speaker needs
to know three out of the four forms in the analogy. Proportional analogies represent
the relationship between the cells of the paradigm, not the word forms themselves. The
analogy is not determined by the structure of the words in the cells but rather the position
the words hold in the paradigm. The principal part cells of the paradigms are used to
show the relationship between the principal part cells and other cells in the paradigms.
The proportional analogy for deducing the class I passive forms through analogy from
the principal parts is shown in example (16). I have highlighted the third person singular
active forms that are used for the analogy in this example.
(16) Proportional analogy for class I passive forms
Class Stem‑act.ind‑3sg Stem‑pass.ind‑[3sg] Gloss
I tamede : tameka ‘mix’
I tɯede : X ‘fell (tree)’
Example (16) shows that the passive verbs can be deduced if the principal parts and an-
other passive form in the class I paradigm are known. By solving for X we deduce that the
unknown passive form is [tɯeka]. The relationship between the class I principal part and
the class I third person singular passive is shown in (17).
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(17) tamede : tameka = tɯede : tɯeka
Class II passive verbs are also deducible from the class II principal parts. Again, the re-
lationship between the paradigm cells is what is important, not the structure of the word
forms. A speaker needs to know three of the four forms in the analogy in order to deduce
the fourth form. The analogy for class II passives is shown in (18).
(18) Proportional analogy for class II passive forms
Class Stem‑act.ind‑3sg Stem‑pass.ind‑3sg Gloss
II ekonote : ekonoɡa ‘open’
II mete : X ‘lick’
The complete analogy is shown in (19).
(19) ekonote : ekonoɡa = mete : meɡa
In a reverse analogy, the proportional analogies work in the other direction. A principal
part can be deduced from a diagnostic word form, such as the passive form. The analogies
for deducing a principal part from the passive forms of class I and class II verbs are shown
in examples (20) and (21). The principal part forms are highlighted in these examples.
(20) Deducing class I principal parts from the passive forms
Class 3sg Passive Indicative 3sg Active Indicative Gloss
I tameka : tamede ‘mix’
I tɯeka : X ‘fell (tree)’
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(21) Deducing class II principal parts from the passive forms
Class 3sg Passive Indicative 3sg Active Indicative Gloss
II ekonoɡa : ekonote ‘open’
II meɡa : X ‘lick’
Examples (20) and (21) show that if a principal part of a class and its passive form are
known, it is possible to deduce the principal part of a different verb in that same class
from those forms.
I claim that the passive forms are diagnostic forms because, like the active indicative
suffix, they identify the class membership of a verb through their morphology. However,
the passive forms are not principal parts because they do not occur frequently enough to
meet the definition of principal parts given in Blevins (2016:87), “the essential prerequi-
sites for principal parts are that they occur above a nominal frequency threshold (i.e., be
in active circulation) and that they exhibit class‑identifying variation.”
5.4 Causative
Murui has three diagnostic forms in the verb classes. The first is the principal part
of each class. The second is the passive form and the third is the causative form. As
I discussed in section 5.3, it is possible to deduce the principal parts from the passive
forms through analogy to other known principal parts and their passive forms. It is also
possible to identify the verb class from the causative verb forms through analogy to other
verbs in the same class. In this section I discuss the causative verb forms and the voicing
alternations of the stops in the active and passive indicative suffixes that occur in the
causative verb forms.5
Causative verb forms in Murui are marked by the suffix [‑ta]. The causative verb
forms have the opposite voicing of the stop in the active and passive indicative suffixes
from the non‑causative verb forms. Class I causative verbs have the active indicative
allomorphs [‑tɯ] ~ [‑t] and the passive allomorph [‑ɡa]. Class II causative verbs have
5 The causative suffix is not discussed in Petersen de Piñeros (1994) nor Becerra & Petersen de Piñeros
(2012).
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the active indicative allomorphs [‑dɯ] ~ [‑d] and the passive allomorph [‑ka]. These
allomorphs are shown in the active and passive non‑causative and causative verb forms in
20. Table 20 shows one verb from each class with the principal parts and the diagnostic
forms of the passive indicative and the causative active indicative for each verb.
Table 20. Diagnostic forms that identify class membership
Class I Class II
Gloss ‘prepare’ ‘open’
Active Indicative ɸɯnode ekonote
Passive Indicative ɸɯnoka ekonoɡa
Causative Active Indicative ɸɯnotate ekonotade
Causative Passive Indicative —* —*
*The causative passive forms of these verbs were not present in the Murui
corpus, but the causative passive form [komu͡itaɡa] ‘grow’ is evidence that
these forms exist in Murui.
Table 21 shows some active indicative verb forms in their non‑causative and causative
forms.6
6 More class I causative verb forms are found in Appendix A and more class II causative verb forms are
found in Appendix B.
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Table 21. Non‑causative verbs and their causative counterpart
Stem‑act.ind‑3sg Stem‑caus‑act.ind‑3sg Gloss
Class I ɸɯno‑d‑e ɸɯno‑ta‑t‑e ‘prepare’
ɯnɯ‑d‑e ɯnɯ‑ta‑t‑e ‘sleep’
tɯe‑d‑e tɯe‑ta‑t‑e ‘fell (tree)’
bɯi‑d‑e bɯi‑ta‑t‑e ‘lie down’
dʒoko‑d‑e dʒoko‑ta‑t‑e ‘drip’
komu͡i‑d‑e komu͡i‑ta‑t‑e ‘grow’
dui‑d‑e dui‑ta‑t‑e ‘turn off’




*The glosses in S. Burtch (1983:vol 1, 190) for this verb are (translated)
‘crush, grind, sting’.
Table 21 shows that the stop in the active indicative allomorph has the opposite voicing
when the causative suffix [‑ta] is present in the verb. Class I causative verbs appear
with the active indicative allomorph [‑tɯ] and class II causative verbs appear with the
allomorph [‑dɯ].7
The stops in the passive indicative allomorphs also have the opposite voicing in
causative passive verbs. When the stops in the passive indicative suffix are voiced in
the non‑causative form, they are voiceless in the causative verb form. When the stops are
voiceless, they are voiced in the causative verb form. Table 22 shows the voicing alterna-
7 There is one exception in the corpus of a causative verb not having the expected active indicative allo-
morph. The verb is [ha͡ide] ‘go’ the causative form of which is [ha͡itade]. The verb [ha͡ide] has the active
indicative allomorph [‑d] which indicates that this is a class I verb. Since the causative verb forms have the
opposite voicing in the active indicative suffix we would expect the causative form of this verb to be [ha͡itate]
instead of [ha͡itade]. Instead this verb patterns like a class II causative form and has the [‑d] allomorph in the
active indicative suffix.
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tions of the stop in the active indicative suffix in the causative and causative passive verb
forms of the class I verb [komu͡ide] ‘grow’.




3sg Causative Passive komu͡itaɡa
The verb form [komuitaɡa] in Table 22 has both the causative and the passive suffixes.
Even with these suffixes it is possible to identify the verb class. The key to identifying the
verb class in this verb is the causative suffix. Since the causative verb form has the opposite
voicing of the stops in the active and passive indicative suffixes from the non‑causative
forms, the verb class can be identified by switching the voicing of the stop in the passive
indicative suffix. I consider [komu͡ide] to be a class I verb since it has the voiced stop in
the active indicative suffix. Although the non‑causative passive form of this verb is not
present in the Murui corpus, I conclude that the passive allomorph that would be present
in the non‑causative passive verb form is the class I passive allomorph [‑ka].
I claim that it is possible to deduce the causative verb forms though analogy to class I
and II principal parts even though the causative verb forms are not members of the same
paradigms as the non‑causative verb forms. A proportional analogy for deducing the class
I causative verb forms from the class I principal parts is shown in example (22). The
principal parts are highlighted in this example.
(22) Proportional analogy for class I causative forms
Class 3sg Active Indicative 3sg Causative Active Indicative Gloss
I ɸɯnode : ɸɯno‑ta‑t‑e ‘prepare’
I tɯede : X ‘fell (tree)’
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Example (22) shows that the causative forms are deducible through analogy to the princi-
pal parts. Like the passive analogies, it is necessary to know three out of the four forms of
a causative proportional analogy in order to deduce a form. To deduce the causative form
of [tɯede] ‘prepare:act.ind:3sg’ a speaker needs to solve for X. Example (23) shows the
formula for deducing class I causative verbs.
(23) ɸɯnode : ɸɯnotate = tɯede : tɯetate
Through analogy to the causative paradigm cell in class I, the causative verb form of
[tɯede] ‘prepare:act.ind:3sg’ is [tɯetate]. The class II causative proportional analogy is
shown in example (24). The principal parts are highlighted in this example.
(24) Proportional analogy for class II causative forms
Class 3sg Active Indicative 3sg Causative Active Indicative Gloss
II ekonote ekonotade ‘open’
II tute : X ‘hit’
In order to deduce the causative form of [tute] a speaker needs to solve for X. The complete
analogy for deducing class II causative verbs is shown in (24).
(25) ekonote : ekonotade = tute : tutade
As was shown in section 5.3, example (20), the principal parts of the non‑causative
forms can be deduced from the causative forms as shown in example (26). The principal
part form is highlighted in this example.
(26) Deducing class I principal parts from the causative forms
Class 3sg Causative Active Indicative 3sg Active Indicative Gloss
I ɸɯnotate : ɸɯnode ‘prepare’
I tɯetate : X ‘fell (tree)’
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In order to deduce the principal parts of the the causative form, a speaker has to know
three forms in the analogy. If a speaker knows the relationship between the causative and
the principal part of a verb class then it is possible to deduce an unknown principal part
form through an analogy like the one in (26). By solving for X the correct principal part
is [tɯede]. The same method can be used to deduce an unknown principal part from the
class II causative verb forms as shown in (27). The principal part form is also highlighted
in this example.
(27) Deducing class II principal parts from the causative forms
Class 3sg Causative Active Indicative 3sg Active Indicative Gloss
II tutade : tute ‘hit’
II ekonotade : X ‘open’
Through analogy to the class II causative form [tutade] and its principal part [tute], a
speaker can deduce that the principal part form of the verb [ekonotade] is [ekonote]
‘open.act.ind.3sg’, as shown in (28).
(28) tute : tutade = ekonote : ekonotade
The causative forms have class‑identifying information in their morphology and there-
fore I claim that they are diagnostic forms in Murui. I also claim that a speaker could de-
duce an unknown causative form through analogy to known principal parts and causative
forms.
5.5 Summary
The principal parts in Murui are the third person singular active forms because these
forms show the most variation among the active indicative suffix allomorphs and are con-
sistent with the definition of principal parts found in Blevins (2016). The other diagnostic
forms in Murui are the passive forms and the causative forms. These diagnostic forms
provide information of the verb classes but are not principal parts.
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I propose that there are two arbitrary conjugation classes in Murui. The verb classes
are identified by the active and passive indicative suffixes they are associated with. Class
I is identified by the allomorphs [‑dɯ] ~ [‑d] in non‑causative active indicative and the
allomorph [‑ka] in the passive indicative. Class I causative verbs are identified by the
allomorphs [‑tɯ] ~ [‑t] in the active indicative and the passive allomorph [‑ɡa]. Class II is
identified by allomorph [‑tɯ] ~ [‑t] in non‑causative active indicative and the allomorph
[‑ɡa] in the passive indicative. Class II causative verbs are identified by the allomorphs
[‑dɯ] ~ [‑d] in the active indicative and the allomorph [‑ka] in the passive indicative.
The class‑identifying information of both classes is shown in Table 23.
Table 23. Class‑identifying information of class I and II verbs
Active indicative [‑dɯ] ~ [‑d] [‑tɯ] ~ [‑t]
Causative active indicative [‑tɯ] ~ [‑t] [‑dɯ] ~ [‑d]
Passive Indicative [‑ka] [‑ɡa]
Causative passive indicative [‑ɡa] [‑ka]
Proportional analogies represent the relationship between the different cells of a
paradigm, not the individual word forms. If a speaker knows the principal parts in Murui,
it is possible to construct the passive and causative forms through analogy to the princi-
pal parts and other known forms. It is also possible to deduce the principal part from a




In this chapter I discuss non‑diagnostic verb forms and show how they can be deduced
through proportional analogy to the principal parts. The non‑diagnostic forms I discuss
are the future, negative, directionals, and desiderative forms but I claim that my analysis
would also apply to other Murui verb forms not mentioned in this thesis. These forms are
non‑diagnostic because the active indicative suffix has the same form in both verb classes
and no longer identifies the class membership of a verb. I claim that the morpheme that
immediately precedes the active indicative suffix is the morpheme that determines which
allomorph of the active indicative suffix will be present in the verb form. Table 24 shows
the non‑diagnostic forms of class I and class II verbs.
Table 24. Class I and II non‑diagnostic forms
Class I Class I Class II
‘help’ ‘bathe oneself’ ‘open’
Active Indicative kanode noide ekonote
Future —* noite ekonoite
Negative kanoɲede noiɲede ekonoɲede
Andative kanua͡ide noiθa͡ide ekonua͡ide
Venitive kanua͡ɯbite noiθa͡ɯbite ekonua͡ɯbite
Desiderative kanoakade —** ekonoakade
*The third person singular future form of this verb is not present in the
corpus.
**The first person singular form of the verb [noiθa͡iakadɯku͡e] shows the
voiced allomorph of the active indicative suffix. There are no third person
singular desiderative forms of this verb in the corpus.
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Each of the non‑diagnostic forms in table 24 has a particular form of the active indicative
suffix. The future forms take [‑tɯ] ~ [‑t], the negative forms take [‑dɯ] ~ [‑d], the
andative forms take [‑dɯ]~ [‑d], the venitive forms take [‑tɯ] ~ [‑t], and the desiderative
forms take [‑dɯ] ~ [‑d].
I claim that these forms can be deduced through analogy from the principal parts even
if they are unknown to the speaker. However, a reverse analogy that uses a non‑diagnostic
form to deduce unknown principal parts is impossible because non‑diagnostic forms have
the same voicing in the active and passive indicative suffixes and therefore these non‑diagnostic
forms do not have class‑identifying morphology. The crucial piece of information that
marks the class membership through the voicing of the stop in the active indicative suffix
is lost and it is no longer possible to deduce the principal part from a non‑diagnostic form.
I focus my discussion on four non‑diagnostic forms found in S. Burtch (1978). I discuss
the future forms in (6.1), the negative forms in (6.2), the negative passive forms in (6.3),
the negative future forms in (6.4), the directional forms in (6.5), and the desiderative
forms in (6.6). I show that although it is possible to deduce these forms when the principal
parts are known it is impossible to deduce unknown principal parts from analogy to the
non‑diagnostic forms. I have highlighted the principal parts of each verb class in all of the
proportional analogies in this chapter.
6.1 Future tense
Murui distinguishes between nonfuture and future tenses. If the future suffix is not
present in the verb the tense is determined through context. The future suffix has al-
lomorphs, [‑i], [‑ni] and [‑hi]. According to S. Burtch (1983:136), the allomorphs [‑i]
and [‑ni] are interchangeable and the allomorph [‑hi] is borrowed from speakers of other
Witotoan languages.1 Each allomorph is present with the active indicative suffix allo-
morphs [‑tɯ] ~ [‑t].2 Future verb forms are not included as principal parts because the
future tense eliminates the class‑defining variation by using the active indicative suffix
1 S. Burtch (1983:136) says, “El empleo de ‑i‑ o ‑ji‑ representa una diferencia entre hablantes del idioma,
que quizá se pueda atribuir al contacto con hablantes de otros dialectos del huitoto. Parece que ‑i‑ y ‑ni‑ son
intercambiables. Se emplea la variante ‑tɨ‑ del indicativo con el futuro”.
2 In Mɨnɨca, there are three classes of the future tense: the near future is [‑i], the immediate future is [‑ri],
and the distant future is [‑dʒe] (Minor & Minor 1982:24,28).
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allomorph [‑tɯ] in the future forms of both classes. The structure of future tense verbs is
shown in (29).
(29) Root‑Future‑Voice/Mood‑Agreement
Table 25 shows third person singular verbs in nonfuture and future forms. The two
allomorphs [‑i] ~ [‑hi] of the future suffix are in this table.3
Table 25. Third person singular nonfuture and future
Stem‑act.ind‑3sg Stem‑fut‑act.ind‑3sg Gloss
Class I dota‑d‑e dota‑hi‑t‑e ‘throw out (person)’
bɯi‑d‑e bɯi‑i‑t‑e ‘lie down’
koe‑d‑e a. koe‑i‑t‑e ‘fish with machete’
b. koe‑hi‑t‑e
noi‑d‑e noi‑i‑t‑e ‘bathe oneself’
Class II ekono‑t‑e ekono‑i‑t‑e ‘open’
hɯɸano‑t‑e hɯɸano‑i‑t‑e ‘play’
ɡu͡i‑t‑e ɡu͡i‑i‑t‑e ‘eat meat’
ɾo‑t‑e ɾo‑i‑t‑e ‘sing’
hɯ‑t‑e hɯ‑i‑t‑e ‘plant yucca’
bi‑t‑e bi‑i‑te ‘come’
Both of these allomorphs appear to be grammatical in the Murui data. Table 25 shows
that in the future tense form, the allomorph of the active indicative suffix is always [‑t].
3 I transcribed the future forms [bɯiite] and [noiite] showing the future suffix [‑i] present in the verb. It is
likely that the future suffix merges with the preceding [i] in these verbs so that they are phonetically [bɯite]
and [noite]. The transcriptions [bɯite] and [noite] were found in S. Burtch (1978). The future form [gu͡iite] is
also my transcription showing the future suffix in the verb form. Phonetically, this verb is transcribed [guite]
as found in S. Burtch (1978).
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In (30) I use a four‑part analogy to show how a proportional analogy can be used
deduce the class I future forms from the principal parts. This analogy is similar to the
analogies I used to show the relationship between the principal parts and the passive and
causative forms in sections 5.3 and 5.4.
(30) Proportional analogy for class I future forms
Class 3sg Active Indicative 3sg Future Active Indicative Gloss
I noide : noiite ‘bathe oneself’
I bɯide : X ‘lie down’
By solving for X a speaker could deduce that the future form of [bɯide] is [bɯiite]. The
proportional analogy for class I future verbs is shown in (31) .
(31) noide : noiite = bɯide : bɯiite
Class II future forms can also be deduced from the principal parts as shown in (32).
(32) Proportional analogy for class II future forms
Class 3sg Active Indicative 3sg Future Active Indicative Gloss
II ekonote : ekonoite ‘open’
II ɾote : X ‘sing’
By solving for X, a speaker could correctly deduce that X = ɾoite. This analogy is shown
in (33).
(33) ekonote : ekonoite = ɾote : ɾoite
The analogies in (31) and (33) represent the relationships between the cells of a paradigm,
not the word forms themselves. Because of this, it is not necessary to have word forms
with identical prosodic structure because the analogy is from the third person singular,
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nonfuture, active cell that the word form occupies, not the individual word. If a speaker
knows the principal parts and at least one future form from a verb class then they can
deduce any future verb forms in that class.
It is impossible to work backwards from the future forms to principal parts. Since
the future looks the same in both classes, the only way to deduce a principal part is if the
verb class of the future verb and other principal parts are known. Since there is no way
to determine which class the verb belongs in from just the future form it is impossible to
predict which form of the active indicative suffix will be present in the unknown principal
part. The reverse proportional analogy for deducing principal parts from the future tense
is shown in examples (34).
(34) Deducing principal parts from future active indicative forms
3sg Future Active Indicative 3sg Active Indicative Gloss
noiite : noide ‘bathe oneself’
ekonoite : ekonote ‘open’
bɯiite : X ‘lie down’
ɾoite : X ‘sing’
Since the principal parts identify the verb classes through the active indicative allomorphs
there is no way to determine which class the verb belongs to from the non‑diagnostic form.
In example, (34) it is impossible to determine if the future form [bɯiite] ‘lie down’ should
belong to class I or class II. Likewise with the future form [ɾoite] ‘sing’. Because of this, I
claim that the future forms are non‑diagnostic forms with no indicator of class membership
in their forms.
6.2 Negative
Negation is Murui is expressed through the verbal suffix [‑ɲe].4 The structure of
negative verbs is shown in (35).
4 Another way to express negation through the verbal morphology is with the suffix [‑ni] ‘descriptive
negative’ (S. Burtch 1983:134).
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(35) Root‑Negative‑Voice/Mood‑Agreement
Table 26 shows third person verbs and their negative form.
Table 26. Third person singular non‑negative and negative nonfuture forms
Stem‑act.ind‑3sg Stem‑neg act.ind‑3sg Gloss
Class I noi‑d‑e noi‑ɲe‑d‑e ‘bathe oneself’
bɯi‑d‑e bɯi‑ɲe‑d‑e ‘lie down’
kɯo‑d‑e kɯo‑ɲe‑d‑e ‘see’
doɸe‑d‑e doɸe‑ɲe‑d‑e ‘hang’
Class II bi‑t‑e bi‑ɲe‑d‑e ‘come’
i‑t‑e i‑ɲe‑d‑e ‘live’
ɾo‑t‑e ɾo‑ɲe‑d‑e ‘sing’
hɯ‑t‑e hɯ‑ɲe‑d‑e ‘plant yucca’
θa͡i‑t‑e θa͡i‑ɲe‑d‑e ‘dance’
ekono‑t‑e ekono‑ɲe‑d‑e ‘open’
hɯɸano‑t‑e hɯɸano‑ɲe‑d‑e ‘play (trick)’
Table 26 shows that the negative verb forms all have the a voiced active indicative al-
lomorph regardless of the verb class. Just as the future forms can be deduced through
analogy the negative forms can also be deduced through analogy from the principal parts.
The analogy for deducing class I negative forms is shown in (36).
(36) Proportional analogy for class I negative forms
Class 3sg Active Indicative 3sg Negative Active Indicative Gloss
I noide : noiɲede ‘bathe oneself’
I bɯide : X ‘lie down’
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The principal part of a class plus a negative form is necessary to solve for X. The correct
negative form is [bɯiɲede]. The proportional relationship shown in (37).
(37) noide : noiɲede = bɯide : bɯiɲede
Likewise, class II negative verbs can be deduced in the same way. The analogy for deduc-
ing class II negative forms is shown in (38).
(38) Proportional analogy for class II negative forms
Class 3sg Active Indicative 3sg Negative Active Indicative Gloss
II ekonote : ekonoɲede ‘open’
II ɾote : X ‘sing’
By solving for X a speaker could deduce that the negative form of [ɾote] is [ɾoɲede]. This
relationship is shown in the analogy in (39).
(39) ekonote : ekonoɲede = ɾote : ɾoɲede
6.3 Negative passive
The negative suffix also conditions the voicing of the stop in the passive indicative
suffix. This conditioning is shown in Table 27.
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Table 27. Third person singular passive and negative passive forms
Stem‑act.ind‑3sg Stem‑neg act.ind‑3sg Gloss
Class I atɯ‑ka atɯ‑ɲe‑ɡa ‘bring’
ɸaka‑ka ɸaka‑ɲe‑ɡa ‘try’
tɯe‑ka tɯe‑ɲe‑ɡa ‘fell (tree)’
Class II ekono‑ɡa ekono‑ɲe‑ɡa ‘open’
i‑ɡa i‑ɲe‑ɡa ‘give’
ɾo‑ɡa ɾo‑ɲe‑ɡa ‘sing’
As with the negative active verb forms, the negative passive verb forms all have the voiced
allomorph of the passive indicative suffix. This is evidence that the non‑diagnostic forms
condition the passive indicative suffix as well as the active indicative suffix.
6.4 Negative future
Although a negative active indicative verb form always has a voiced stop allomorph
of the active indicative suffix when it is in nonfuture tense, a negative future form always
has a voiceless stop allomorph. The structure of a negative future verb form is shown in
(40).
(40) Root‑Negative‑Future‑Mood/Voice‑Agreement
Because the future suffix always follows the negative suffix and immediately precedes
the active indicative suffix, the active indicative suffix is conditioned by the future suffix
and the stop in the active indicative suffix is voiceless, [‑tɯ] ~ [‑t]. The analogy for
predicting negative future verb forms from both classes is seen in (43).
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(41) Proportional analogy for class I negative future forms
Class 3sg Active Indicative 3sg Negative Future Active Indicative Gloss
I noide : noiɲeite ‘bathe oneself’
I bɯide : X ‘lie down’
In (43), in order to solve for X for the class I verbs we deduce that since the third singular
negative future form of [noide] is [noiɲeite], the third singular negative future form of
[bɯide] is [bɯiɲeite]. The complete analogy is shown in (42).
(42) noide : noiɲeite = bɯide : bɯiɲeite
The negative future forms have the same form of the active indicative suffix in both classes.
The proportional analogy for class II negative future verb forms is shown in (43).
(43) Proportional analogy for class II negative future forms
Class 3sg Active Indicative 3sg Negative Future Active Indicative Gloss
II ekonote : ekonoɲeite ‘open’
II ɾote : X ‘sing’
In example (43), a speaker solving for X would deduce that the negative future form of
[ɾote] is [ɾoɲeite]. The complete proportional analogy in (44).
(44) ekonote : ekonoɲeite = ɾote : ɾoɲeite
It is impossible to deduce the principal parts from the negative and the negative future
forms since both classes have an identical form of the active indicative suffix. The reverse
analogy for negative verbs is shown in example (45).
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(45) Deducing principal parts from the negative forms
3sg Negative Active Indicative 3sg Active Indicative Gloss
noiɲede : noide ‘bathe oneself’
ekonoɲede : ekonote ‘open’
bɯiɲede : X ‘lie down’
ɾoɲede : X ‘sing’
Since the negative verb forms have an identical form of the active indicative suffix in both
classes they are not indicators of class membership. Reverse analogies of these forms do
not show how to deduce the principal parts since it is impossible to know which class the
principal part belongs to from the non‑diagnostic forms and therefore, it is not possible to
know which allomorph of the active indicative suffix will be present in the principal part
forms of [bɯiɲede] ‘lie down’ and [ɾoɲede] ‘sing’. Like the future form, I conclude that
the negative form is a non‑diagnostic form.
6.5 Directionals
Murui has two directional morphemes, one of which means to come towards the
subject and one of which means to go away from the subject. [‑a͡i] is the andative form
meaning ‘go’ and [‑a͡ɯbi] is the venitive form meaning ‘come’. In this chapter I discuss
the andative first and the venitive second.5 According to Payne (1990) directionals are
common in western Amazonian languages. “Common in the western Amazonian region
are morphemes which indicate the type of movement accompanying the action of the
verb, the location of the action (especially ‘upriver’ and ‘downriver’), or the directional
orientation of the action or agent carrying out the action” (Payne 1990:223). The structure
of directional verbs is shown in (46).
5 Becerra & Petersen de Piñeros (2012:41) use the term alejamiento for the andative suffix and they say that
is always present with the [‑dɯ] allomorph of the active indicative suffix. They use the term acercamiento for
the venitive suffix and say that it can be present with both allomorphs of the active indicative suffix (2012:50-




The three allomorphs of the andative directional suffix are: [‑a͡i] ~ [‑θa͡i] ~ [‑ha͡i].6
These allomorphs are all present with the active indicative allomorphs [‑dɯ] ~ [‑d]. Ta-
ble 28 shows the directional verb forms that are grouped according to their directional
allomorph.
6 There are two possible analyses of the distribution of the andative and venitive allomorphs. The first
analysis is that the allomorphs are conditioned phonologically by the vowel that precedes them. If they are
conditioned phonologically, then the allomorphs [‑a͡i] and [‑a͡ɯbi] are the underlying forms and the allo-
morphs [‑ha͡i] and [‑ha͡ɯbi] have an epenthetic [h] that occurs when the suffix follows the vowel [a]. The
allomorphs [‑θa͡i] and [‑θa͡ɯbi] are suppletive allomorphs that only occur after the vowel [i]. Becerra & Pe-
tersen de Piñeros (2012:41) say that each allomorph is conditioned phonologically by the final vowel of the
root and they provide a list of vowels that appear with each allomorph.
The second analysis is morphological. Using word‑based morphology I propose that there are multiple
verb classes related to the andative and venitive forms, just as there are multiple classes related to the active
forms. The verb classes are distinguished by the allomorphs of the andative and venitive suffixes. Once the
principal part forms of these classes are identified, I claim that the other forms should be deducible through



































































































































































































































I use a four‑part analogy to show how the andative verb forms can be deduced from the
principal parts in example (47). This example has two verbs from class I that have the
same andative allomorph [‑a͡i].7
(47) Proportional analogy for class I andative forms
Class 3sg Active Indicative 3sg Andative Active Indicative Gloss
I kɯode : kɯua͡ide ‘see’
I kanode : X ‘help’
By solving for X, the unknown andative form of [kanode] is [kanua͡ide]. The complete
analogy is shown in (48).
(48) kɯode : kɯua͡ide = kanode : kanua͡ide
When class II verbs take the andative suffix the stop in the active indicative suffix is voiced.
This is the same allomorph that the class I verbs have when they take the andative suffix.
(49) Proportional analogy for class II andative forms
Class 3sg Active Indicative 3sg Andative Active Indicative Gloss
II ekonote : ekonua͡ide ‘open’
II hɯɸanote : X ‘play’
The andative forms of class II verbs can be deduced through the principal parts. The
unknown andative form of [hɯɸanote] is [hɯɸanua͡ide]. This analogy is shown in (50).
7 It is unclear as to why the verb [bukode] ‘fall in/on face’ has the andative form [bukoha͡ide]. More
research is needed to determine if there is phonological motivation or morphological motivation for the dis-
tribution of these allomorphs. If there is a distinction between the allomorphs, then it would raise the need
for further principal parts.
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(50) ekonote : ekonua͡ide = hɯɸanote : hɯɸanua͡ide
Like the analogies of the future and the negative forms, this analogy shows that the direc-
tional forms are deducible if the principal parts of each class are known.
The allomorphs of the venitive directional suffix are [‑a͡ɯbi] ~ [‑ha͡ɯbi] ~ [‑θa͡ɯbi].
The structure of these verbs is the same as the andative verbs structure first mentioned in
(46), and shown in (51).
(51) Root‑Venitive‑Mood/Voice‑Agreement
The allomorphs of the venitive directional suffix are shown in Table 29.
Table 29. Venitive directional allomorphs: [‑a͡ɯbi] ~ [‑ha͡ɯbi] ~ [‑θa͡ɯbi]
Class Stem‑act.ind‑3sg Stem‑ven‑act.ind‑3sg Gloss
‑a͡ɯbi I kano‑d‑e kanu‑a͡ɯbi‑t‑e ‘help’
I ma͡ɯhɯ‑d‑e ma͡ɯhɯ‑a͡ɯbi‑t‑e ‘work’
II ekono‑t‑e ekonu‑aɯbi‑t‑e ‘open’
II o‑t‑e u‑a͡ɯbi‑t‑e ‘bring’
II hɯɸano‑t‑e hɯɸanu‑a͡ɯbi‑t‑e ‘play’
‑ha͡ɯbi I dota‑d‑e dota‑ha͡ɯbi‑t‑e ‘throw out’
I eka‑d‑e eka‑ha͡ɯbi‑t‑e ‘give food’
I kaka‑d‑e kaka‑ha͡ɯbi‑t‑e ‘listen’
‑θa͡ɯbi I noi‑d‑e noi‑θa͡ɯbi‑t‑e ‘bathe oneself’
II i‑t‑e i‑θa͡ɯbi‑t‑e ‘live’
The verbs in Table 29 are organized by the verb classes. Class I verbs in this table show the
most allomorphy between the venitive allomorphs [‑a͡ɯbi] and [‑ha͡ɯbi]. There is only
one class I verb and one class II verb with the [‑θa͡ɯbi] allomorph in the Murui corpus.
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Table 29 shows that the venitive directional suffix occurs with the [‑tɯ] ~ [‑t] allomorphs
of the active indicative suffix.8
Example (52) shows the four‑part analogy for constructing class I venitive forms.9
(52) Proportional analogy for class I venitive forms
Class 3sg Active Indicative 3sg Venitive Active Indicative Gloss
I ma͡ɯhɯde : maɯhɯa͡ɯbite ‘work’
I kanode : X ‘help’
By solving for X a speaker would deduce that the venitive form of [kanode] is [kanua͡ɯbite].
The full analogy is shown in (53).
(53) ma͡ɯhɯde : maɯhɯa͡ɯbite = kanode : kanua͡ɯbite
Class II venitive forms also have the [‑t] allomorph of the active indicative suffix. Example
(54) shows that these forms can be deduced from the principal parts.
(54) Proportional analogy for class II venitive forms
Class 3sg Active Indicative 3sg Venitive Active Indicative Gloss
II ekonote : ekonua͡ɯbite ‘open’
II ote : X ‘bring’
The venitive directional forms are deducible if the principal parts and one other venitive
form are known. By solving for X the correct venitive form of [ote] is [ua͡ɯbite]. The full
analogy is shown in (55).
8 Becerra & Petersen de Piñeros (2012:51) claim that the venitive suffix can appear with both allomorphs of
the active indicative suffix. There is one example of this in my data in the venitive form of the verb [hɯkade]
‘ask.for:act.ind:3sg’ [hɯkaha͡ɯbidɯkue] ‘ask.for:act.ind:3sg’.
9 As with the andative allomorphs, the allomorphy of the venitive suffix is beyond the scope of this thesis.
However, it does raise the need for other principal parts.
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(55) ekonote : ekonua͡ɯbite = ote : ua͡ɯbite
A reverse proportional analogy to find the principal parts from the andative forms is un-
successful since these forms do not contain information about class membership. A reverse
analogy for andative verb forms is shown in (56).
(56) Deducing the principal parts from the andative forms
3sg Andative Active Indicative 3sg Active Indicative Gloss
ɾaua͡ide : ɾaode ‘hunt’
ekonua͡ide : ekonote ‘open’
hɯɸanua͡ide: X ‘play’
kɯua͡ide : X ‘see’
From the analogy shown in (56) it is impossible to deduce which allomorph of the active
indicative suffix should be present in the principal part form of [kɯua͡ide] ‘see’. I consider
the andative forms to be non‑diagnostic forms with no class‑identifying morphology in
their forms.
The same issues arise when we try to deduce the principal parts from the venitive
verb forms. The reverse analogy for deducing the principal parts from the venitive forms
is shown in (57).
(57) Deducing the principal parts from the venitive forms
3sg Venitive Active Indicative 3sg Active Indicative Gloss
maɯhɯa͡ɯbite : ma͡ɯhɯde ‘work’
ekonua͡ɯbite : ekonote ‘open’
kanua͡ɯbite : X ‘help’
ua͡ɯbite : X ‘bring’
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As with the future, negative and andative forms, it is not possible to deduce the principal
parts from the venitive forms. Therefore I consider the venitive forms to be non‑diagnostic
forms.
6.6 Desiderative
The desiderative suffix has two allomorphs [‑iaka] and [‑aka].10 The structure of
desiderative verbs is shown in (58).
(58) Root‑Desiderative‑Mood/Voice‑Agreement
Table 30 shows these allomorphs in third person singular desiderative nonfuture verb
forms.
10 This suffix is not disussed in Petersen de Piñeros (1994) nor Becerra & Petersen de Piñeros (2012).
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a͡iɲode a͡iɲo‑aka‑d‑e ‘pull out’
tɯe‑d‑e tɯe‑aka‑d‑e ‘fell (tree)’
da͡ia‑d‑e da͡i‑aka‑d‑e ‘jump’
Class II
ekono‑t‑e a. ekono‑iaka‑d‑e ‘open’
b. ekono‑aka‑d‑e
hɯɸano‑t‑e hɯɸano‑iaka‑d‑e ‘play’






ta͡i‑t‑e ta͡i‑aka‑d‑e ‘beat drum’
ɾa͡i‑t‑e ɾa͡i‑aka‑d‑e ‘say’
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Table 30 shows the two allomorphs of the desiderative suffix in some class I and II verbs.
The desiderative forms always occur with the [‑dɯ] allomorph of the active indicative
suffix.11 The analogy for predicting the desiderative forms of verbs from the principal
parts is shown in (59). In order to solve for X, a speaker needs to know the principal part
of each class and a desiderative form.
(59) Proportional analogy for class I desiderative forms
Class 3sg Active Indicative 3sg Desiderative Active Indicative Gloss
I kɯode : kɯoakade ‘see’
I kanode : X ‘help’
By solving for X, the desiderative form of [kanode] can be deduced from the principal
parts. The correct desiderative form is [kanoakade]. The full analogy is shown in (60).
(60) kɯode : kɯoakade = kanode : kanoakade
The proportional analogy for deducing class II desiderative forms is shown in (61).
(61) Proportional analogy for class II desiderative forms
Class 3sg Active Indicative 3sg Desiderative Active Indicative Gloss
II ekonote : ekonoiakade ‘open’
II ɾɯte : X ‘eat meat’
Example (61) shows that solving for X, the correct desiderative forms is [ɾɯiakade]. This
analogy is shown in (62).
11 The distribution of the desiderative allomorphs seems to be determined by verb class. Class I verbs have
the desiderative allomorph [‑aka] and class II verbs have the desiderative allomorph [‑iaka]. However, there
is insufficient data to confirm this hypothesis.
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(62) ekonote : ekonoiakade = ɾɯte : ɾɯiakade
The desiderative verb forms are also non‑diagnostic forms because they provide no infor-
mation about the verb class membership. The reverse analogy in (63) shows that these
forms are non‑diagnostic.
(63) Deducing the principal parts from the desiderative forms
3sg Desiderative Active Indicative 3sg Active Indicative Gloss
kɯoakade : kɯode ‘see’
ekonoiakade : ekonote ‘open’
kanoakade X ‘help’
ɾɯiakade X ‘eat meat’
From the reverse analogy in (63), it is not possible to deduce a principal part from the
desiderative form since the voicing of the stop in the active indicative suffix is the same in
both verb classes. Therefore, I consider that the desiderative verb forms to be non‑diagnostic
forms.
6.7 Summary
In summary, there are some verb forms in Murui that eliminate the distinction be-
tween the verb classes. Each of these verb forms has a specific form of the active indicative
suffix that is present in both verb classes. I use Blevins’ terminology to refer to these forms
as non‑diagnostic forms. Some of the morphemes that do not distinguish between class I
and class II verbs are the future, negative, andative directional, venitive directional, and
desiderative suffixes. I claim that these non‑diagnostic forms are significant because it is
the morpheme that precedes the active indicative suffix that determines the voicing stop
in the active and passive indicative suffixes.
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CHAPTER 7
PETERSEN DE PIÑEROS’ ANALYSIS OF MURUI
As noted in Chapter 2, there are other analyses of Murui including the tagmemic anal-
ysis by B. Burtch & Wise (1968) and the presentation of the suffixes found in S. Burtch
(1983). These analyses focused on the morphological and syntactic aspects of Murui and
assumed that the alternations were not phonological. However, more recent linguistic
work has suggested that the prosodic structure of the verb roots determines the voicing
alternations seen in the active and passive indicative suffixes. A moraic analysis has been
proposed by Petersen de Piñeros (1994) and Becerra & Petersen de Piñeros (2012). In this
chapter I discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the moraic analysis proposed byPetersen
de Piñeros (1994) and show how my word‑based analysis accounts for all of the alterna-
tions seen in the corpus.
7.1 Petersen de Piñeros’ moraic analysis
The first analysis of Murui that attempted to provide phonological motivation for the
alternations was by Petersen de Piñeros (1994). She used data from texts collected by
Konrad Theodor Preuss in the early 1900s to analyze the phonological and morphologi-
cal systems of the Witotoan language, Mɨka Doode. According to Becerra & Petersen de
Piñeros (2012:20), Mɨka Doode is a dialect of Murui. Petersen de Piñeros (1994) discusses
the [‑tɯ] ~ [‑dɯ] and [‑ɡa] ~ [‑ka] alternations and uses morphophonemic rules to show
their distribution.1 She claims the active and passive indicative morphemes in Mɨka Doode
are distributed as shown in Table 31.
1 In her analysis Petersen de Piñeros (1994) uses the symbol [ɨ]. I have changed that symbol to [ɯ] so that
it is consistent with my analysis.
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Table 31. Alternations driven by mora (Petersen de Piñeros 1994:34)
Bimoraic roots One or three mora roots
Active indicative ‑dɯ ‑tɯ
Passive indicative ‑ka ‑ɡa
Her claim is that monomoraic and trimoraic roots have the allomorph [‑tɯ], while bi-
moraic roots have the allomorph [‑dɯ]. In passive verbs, monomoraic and trimoraic
roots have the allomorph [‑ɡa] and bimoraic roots have the allomorph [‑ka]. However,
she does not give an underlying form for each of these suffixes and she does not give an as-
similation rule that accounts for the voicing changes. Therefore, this is not a phonological
rule.
Table 32 shows the alternations found in Murui as transcribed by S. Burtch (1978)
are not driven by mora. I give a bimoraic analysis of the diphthongs and a monomoraic
analysis of the diphthongs and show that neither analysis works. The verb roots in this













































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 32 shows a selection of Murui verbs from S. Burtch (1978) organized by the number
of moras in the roots. The monomoraic roots usually have the [‑t] allomorph of the active
indicative allomorph with two exceptions. The bimoraic roots have both the [‑t] and the
[‑d] allomorphs of the active indicative suffix. Trimoraic roots can also have either allo-
morph. If diphthongs are bimoraic then there is no way to determine from this data which
allomorph of the active indicative suffix will be present. If diphthongs are monomoraic,
then there are monomoraic verb roots with both allomorphs of the active indicative suffix
such as [ta͡ɯde] ‘break:act.ind:3sg’ and [θa͡ite] ‘dance:act.ind:3sg’. These forms have
the same moraic structure but they have different allomorphs of the active indicative suf-
fix. This evidence suggests that the mora count of the root is not adequate for describing
the alternations in the Murui corpus.
According to Petersen de Piñeros (1994:25), Mɨka Doode has a syllable structure of
(C)V(V). She claims that Mɨka Doode has two semivowels, [ɯ] and [i], that occur in
diphthongs (1994:34-35). She also claims that Mɨka Doode has long and short diphthongs.
Long diphthongs only appear word‑initially and the first vowel of the diphthong sequence
is lengthened (Petersen de Piñeros 1994:27). Table 33 shows some of her evidence for the
existence of long and short diphthongs. The first vowel of the diphthong is lengthened in
the future verb forms in Table 33.
Table 33. Petersen de Piñeros’ evidence for long and short diphthongs
Stem-act.ind-3sg Stem-[fut]-act.ind-3sg Gloss
a͡ɯtɛ aː͡ɯtɛ ‘poison’
ma͡ɯtɛ maː͡ɯtɛ ‘tie up’
Petersen de Piñeros (1994:27) shows that other vowels are also lengthened word‑initially.
She says that long vowels and long diphthongs are bimoraic and claims that this is also true
for Murui (1994:33). If the second vowel of her proposed syllable template is a semivowel
then the diphthongs from Table 33 would have a semivowel as the second vowel in the
diphthong.
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Table 34 shows her evidence for dividing the verbs by mora. There are two active
verbs and two passive verbs in each column. The root and suffixes are separated by hy-









































































































































In Table 34, long vowels are two moras. In the bimoraic column there are two verbs with
long vowels that are followed by the vowel [i], [hɯːdɯke] ‘heal, cure’ and [beːika] ‘toast’.
According to her analysis, if the the diphthongs consist of a long vowel and the vowel [i],
then the [i] is actually a semivowel (Petersen de Piñeros 1994:34-35). It is possible that
she considers the long vowel followed by [i] in these words to be long diphthongs with
two moras.
In Table 35 I give the transcriptions of these words by Petersen de Piñeros (1994) in
comparison to the transcriptions found in S. Burtch (1978) and S. Burtch (1983). In some
instances, I provide the active form of the verb if there was no passive form in my Murui
corpus. This table is set up according to the data from (Petersen de Piñeros 1994:34) so
that it is consistent with the data in Table 34. I added a column with either a P or a B
to show which linguist transcribed the data. Not all of the verb forms used by Petersen
de Piñeros (1994) are present in S. Burtch (1978), so I specify the agreement of the verbs






































































































































































































































































































In Table 35, there is a strong correspondence between the two transcriptions and many
of the words in this table are transcribed the same way by Petersen de Piñeros (1994)
and S. Burtch (1978). However, there is a contrast in each example with a diphthong. In
the monomoraic roots the contrast is seen in the words [aɯtɯkaɯ] and [a͡ɯte]. In the
bimoraic verb roots the contrast is seen in the transcription of two words: [haːidɯkaɯ]
and [ha͡ide] and [beːika] and [beɯka]. In the trimoraic verb roots the contrast is seen in
the transcriptions of [meːineɡa] and [me͡inete].
Table 36 shows an analysis of different verb roots and their moras in Murui by Becerra
& Petersen de Piñeros (2012). Diphthongs are represented by the vowels [i] and [ɨ],
and long vowels are written with two adjacent identical vowels. This table is written
orthographically. The j in the table is phonetically [h] and the f is phonetically [ɸ].
Table 36. Verb roots and their moras (Becerra & Petersen de Piñeros 2012:49-50)
One mora verb roots i‑, o‑, bi‑, ne‑, ñe‑, ui‑, etc.
Two mora verb roots jaai‑, raaɯ‑, nooi‑, ɯnɯ‑, kazi‑, jeno‑, rii‑, etc.
Three mora verb roots fueo‑, raao‑, etc.
The verb roots shown in Table 36 contrast with the same verb roots in S. Burtch (1978)
and S. Burtch (1983). Wherever they transcribed a long vowel, S. Burtch (1978) does not
have a long vowel.
The difference between these transcriptions is that Petersen de Piñeros (1994) and
Becerra & Petersen de Piñeros (2012) transcribed a long vowel in the diphthongs and S.
Burtch (1978) did not transcribe the long vowels. Petersen de Piñeros (1994) claims that
there is a phonemic contrast between long and short diphthongs while S. Burtch (1978)
claims that there is no such contrast. Since the transcriptions differ in how the diphthongs
are transcribed it would be helpful to know how Petersen de Piñeros (1994) would handle
the one‑syllable roots that have diphthongs such as the verbs [ta͡ɯde] ‘break:act.ind:3sg’
and [θa͡ite] ‘dance:act.ind:3sg’. Both of these verbs have a diphthong in the first syllable
of the word so by her analysis they should be transcribed [taː͡ɯde] and [θa͡ːite]. There is
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no difference between the moras in these verbs yet they each have a different allomorph
of the active indicative suffix. Her analysis needs to show how a speaker would determine
which allomorph of the active indicative suffix is present in these verbs.
Although the analysis by Petersen de Piñeros (1994) describes some of the alternations
that occur in Murui she does not account for all of the alternations that occur after other
suffixes. She does not discuss why the stops in the active indicative allomorphs have the
opposite voicing of the passive indicative allomorphs when the active and passive suffixes
occur in the same position in the verb structure. Another gap in her analysis is that the
prosody of the roots does not determine the voicing alternations that are seen in causative
verbs. In order to account for the voicing alternations she needs to provide a rule stating
that when other suffixes are added to the root it causes the voicing of the stop in the active
or passive indicative suffixes to change. However, this rule would also need to explain
why the negative verb forms are always present with the [‑d] allomorph of the active
indicative suffix and the future verb forms are always present with the [‑t] allomorph (as
well as the allomorphs that are present in the other non‑diagnostic forms). Her analysis
does not account for the allomorphy that occurs in the non‑diagnostic forms. Although
she says that the negative suffix is always present with the [‑dɯ] allomorph she does not
give an explanation for why the [d] allomorph is used in the negative form. Likewise with
the future, she gives phonological rules for forming the future but she does not discuss
why the [t] allomorph is consistently used in future verbs.
The analysis by Petersen de Piñeros (1994) may not be the best analysis for these alter-
nations since it does not account for all of the facts. A similar case where themorphological
analysis is better than the phonological analysis is found in Maori and is described by Hale
(1973). He writes that although the phonological analysis of Maori is more elegant it may
not be the right analysis (Hale 1973:416). Instead, the morphological analysis may be the
better analysis in Maori. He says, “there is some evidence that, with respect to the passive
and gerundive verb forms, he [the Maori speaker AH] acquires a grammar which is more
consistent with the conjugation alternative than with the phonological alternative” (Hale
1973:420).
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Whether the verb classes are determined by the prosodic structure of the root is not
relevant in a word‑based analysis because the active indicative, the passive indicative and
the causative verb forms are diagnostic forms that identify the verb classes. Although
a word‑based analysis does not provide the cause of the high correlation between the
prosodic structure of the verb roots and the distribution of the active and passive indica-
tive allomorphs, it does show that these other alternations are morphological and not
phonological. Once the two verb classes are established, the alternations that are seen
in the non‑diagnostic forms need to be accounted for. My claim that the morpheme that
precedes the active and passive indicative suffixes accounts for these alternations in a way
that a phonological analysis is unable to do and I claim that the morphological analysis is
the better analysis of the alternations seen in Murui.
7.2 Summary
In this chapter I discussed the analysis of these alternations by Petersen de Piñeros
(1994). Her analysis accounts for many of the alternations that are seen in verbs in their
minimal verb structure but it does not account for verb roots that do not fit the pattern of
bimoraic roots patterning with the voiced active indicative allomorph and the voiceless
passive indicative allomorph and monomoraic roots patterning with the voiceless active
indicative allomorphs and the voiced passive indicative allomorph. She does not give
an analysis of the alternations that are seen when other suffixes are present in the verb.
I claim that these alternations are morphological rather than phonological and that the




In this thesis I have analyzed part of the inflectional morphology of Murui, focusing
on the allomorphs of the active and passive indicative suffixes. The analysis is from a
word‑based morphological perspective.
A word‑based analysis provides an alternative way to view the alternations as mor-
phological alternations rather than phonological alternations. By using whole word forms
as the basis for my analysis, I was able to identify the conjugation patterns that divide
the verbs into two classes. A word‑based theory of morphology uses proportional analogy
to construct verb forms. New word forms can be deduced through proportional analogy
from the principal parts.
The principal parts in Murui are the third person singular nonfuture forms. The prin-
cipal parts identify the verb classes through the active indicative suffix allomorphs [‑tɯ]
~ [‑dɯ] ~ [‑t] ~ [‑d]. I claim that the alternations are morphological markers of the verb
classes, and that once the conjugation patterns of a paradigm are learned, any verb form
in Murui is deducible through analogy from the principal parts.
The passive suffix allomorphs [‑ka] and [‑ɡa] and the causative suffix [‑ta] also iden-
tify the verb classes, but do not meet the principal parts requirements laid out in Blevins
(2016:87). I consider these forms to be diagnostic forms because they identify verb class
membership through their morphology. It is possible to deduce the causative and pas-
sive forms through analogy from the principal parts. Verb class membership can also be
determined through reverse analogy from the passive and causative forms.
Finally, I have shown that the non‑diagnostic forms of the future, negative, anda-
tive, venitive, and desiderative verb forms do not distinguish between verb classes and
the active indicative suffix in these forms is identical in both classes. These forms are
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non‑diagnostic because they have no information of class membership in their morphol-
ogy and because reverse analogy does not allow one to deduce the principal parts from
these forms. I claim that the non‑diagnostic forms are significant because it is the suffix
that precedes the active and passive indicative suffixes that conditions the voicing of the
stops. According to Petersen de Piñeros (1994) the [‑tɯ] ~ [‑dɯ] and [‑ka] ~ [‑ɡa] al-
ternations are the result of the number of moras in the verb roots. I have shown that an
analysis of the prosodic structure of the verb roots does not account for all of the alterna-
tions in the Murui data.
The implications of this research involve re‑examining the previous research and the
previous phonological analyses of other Witotoan languages to see if there is a family
characteristic of alternations in Witotoan languages. If so, it is important to determine if
these alternations are morphologically or phonologically driven. A morphological recon-
struction of Proto Witotoan should be completed in order to identify the morphological
patterns seen in the Witotoan languages.
The success of a word‑based approach to provide an answer to the alternations seen
in Murui imply that a word‑based analysis could account for the alternations seen in other
Witotoan languages as well. If there is a previous phonological analysis that provides the
phonological motivation for these alternations then it would be helpful to compare this
phonological analysis to a word‑based analysis. Even if both analyses give an answer for
why the alternations occur, one analysis may be better than the other. In the case of Murui,





The verbs in this list are class I third person singular verbs with the active indicative
allomorph [‑d] found in S. Burtch (1978). They are organized into groups by the syllable
structure of the verb roots and the number of moras of the verb roots. In each grouping
the verbs are organized alphabetically by the first letter in the root. Another distinction is
made between verb roots with hiatus and verb roots without hiatus. Only the verbs with
the minimal verb structure are shown in this list. I have not included verbs with suffixes
other than the active indicative suffix since these suffixes may condition the voicing of the
active indicative suffix. I also include class I causative verbs and the stative verbs from S.
Burtch (1978).
The stems in this table are my analysis of the verb stems without the active indicative
suffix and the agreement suffix. Not all of these stems were present in the Murui corpus.
In rows 46 and 76 I have given the passive indicative verb form since the active indicative
verb form was not present in the Murui corpus. Each citation includes the page number
followed by the entry number used by S. Burtch (1978).
Class I third person singular, nonfuture verb forms and stems
Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
Monosyllabic, monomoraic
1. dʒu dʒude ‘fall apart (like fruit and old rope)’
(1978:179, #723)
2. ɡa ɡade* ‘go down (the river)’
(1978:177, #668)
3. tu tude ‘scatter’
(1978:179, #712)
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Class I third person singular, nonfuture verb forms and stems
Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
Disyllabic, no hiatus
4. aka akade ‘observe watching’
(1978:187, #908)
5. atɯ atɯde ‘bring’
(1978:129, #23)
6. baɡo baɡode ‘it is waved (the river)’
(1978:190, #965)
7. beɡo beɡode ‘splash’
(1978:153, #123)
8. beɯ beɯde ‘toast’
(1978:152, #114)
9. bɯko bɯkode ‘cover (with blanket)’
(1978:153, #128)
10. biɾɯ biɾɯde ‘tangle oneself’
(1978:148, #12)
11. bono bonode ‘light (fire)’
(1978:153, #122)
12. boko bokode ‘cut open’
(1978:153, #118)
13. buko bukode ‘slap’
(1978:148, #6)
14. ɸaka ɸakade ‘try’
(1978:132, #68)
15. ɸɯkɯ ɸɯkɯde ‘knead’
(1978:155, #187)
16. ɸɯno ɸɯnode ‘prepare’
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Class I third person singular, nonfuture verb forms and stems
Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
(1978:121, #26)
17. dame damede ‘alone’
(1978:157, #214)
18. doɸe doɸede ‘hang’
(1978:161, #318)
19. dono donode ‘make fall in a trap’
(1978:161, #315)
20. dukɯ dukɯde ‘stinging’
(1978:172, #566)
21. dʒaba dʒabade ‘annoy’
(1978:148, #1)
22. dʒikɯ dʒikɯde ‘doubt’
(1978:174, #610)
23. dʒukɯ dʒukɯde ‘sting’
(1978:174, #599)
24. dʒɯo dʒɯode ‘climb’
(1978:174, #603)
25. eka ekade ‘feed’
(1978:143, #299)
26. ɡadʒa ɡadʒade ‘sweep’
(1978:175, #638)
27. ɡoɡo ɡoɡode ‘stutter’
(1978:176, #643)
28. ɡuɾu ɡuɾude ‘thunder’
(1978:181, #754)
29. heno henode ‘look for’
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Class I third person singular, nonfuture verb forms and stems
Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
(1978:143, #76)
30. hidʒo hidʒode ‘healthy’
(1978:167, #437)
31. hoko hokode ‘wash (dishes)’
(1978:154, #161)
32. hoɾo hoɾode ‘crawl’
(1978:185, #869)
33. huɾu huɾude ‘fall out (children’s teeth)’
(1978:183, #806)
34. hɯka hɯkade ‘ask for’
(1978:143, #295)
35. hɯɾɯ hɯɾɯde ‘make basket’
(1978:182, #790)
36. iɸo iɸode ‘advance’
(1978:184, #832)
37. kaka kakade ‘listen’
(1978:145, #340)
38. kano kanode ‘help’
(1978:121, #7)
39. kuɾu kuɾude ‘scale (fish)’
(1978:180, #739)
40. maɡo maɡode ‘ferment’
(1978:187, #917)
41. maka makade ‘walk’
(1978:153, #139)
42. muɡu muɡude ‘lick finger or hand’
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Class I third person singular, nonfuture verb forms and stems
Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
(1978:185, #862)
43. muhu muhude ‘soak’
(1978:155, #171)
44. ɾaɸo ɾaɸode ‘sweep’
(1978:156, #197)
45. tame tamede ‘mix’
(1978:134, #79)
46. tɯɡɯ tɯɡɯka ‘enclose:pass.ind’
(1978:179, #713)
47. tɯhɯ tɯhɯde ‘collect (from a tree)’
(1978:162, #336)
48. tʃuɾu tʃuɾude ‘waterfall’
(1978:164, #381)
49. θeda θedade ‘care for’
(1978:134, #78)
50. θeɡo θeɡode ‘healthy’
(1978:164, #383)
51. θono θonode ‘pull’
(1978:161, #303)
52. θɯhɯ θɯhɯde ‘dock’
(1978:162, #322)
53. ɯba ɯbade ‘pay’
(1978:188, #937)
54. ɯɸo ɯɸode ‘come forward’
(1978:184, #832)
55. ɯnɯ ɯnɯde ‘sleep’
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Class I third person singular, nonfuture verb forms and stems
Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
(1978:146, #361)
Disyllabic with hiatus (C)V.V
56. aɯ aɯde ‘chew’
(1978:211, #1390)
57. baɯ baɯde ‘die’
(1978:212, #1392)
58. beɯ beɯde ‘tan, toast’
(1978:203, #1228)
59. bɯi bɯide ‘lie down’
(1978:137, #163)
60. ɸei ɸeide ‘forget’
(1978:202, #1214)
61. ɸɯi ɸɯide ‘lie down (in hammock)’
(1978:156, #190)
62. dei deide ‘rain’ (1978:157, #216)
63. doi doide ‘the spring releases (trap)’
(1978:157, #223)
64. dui duide ‘turn off’
(1978:129, #40)
65. dɯi dɯide ‘fall (tree)’
(1978:161, #321)
66. dʒui dʒuide ‘have diarrhea’
(1978:173, #597)
67. dʒɯi dʒɯide ‘grab’
(1978:174, #601)
68. dʒɯo dʒɯode ‘climb (tree, house)’
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Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
(1978:210, #1361)
69. ɡoi ɡoide ‘fall (tree)’
(1978:193, #1034)
70. hiu hiude ‘chase’
(1978:206, #1289)
71. hoi hoide ‘chase out’
(1978:193, #1042)
72. hui huide ‘comes out smoothly (flows)’
(1978:196, #1081)
73. hɯi hɯide ‘hang’
(1978:155, #168)
74. koe koede ‘fish with machete’
(1978:123, #64)
75. kɯo kɯode ‘see’
(1978:130, #47)
76. mai maika ‘sick:pass.ind’
(1978:129, #39)
77. miu miude ‘criticize’ (1978:149, #34)
78. moi moide ‘twist (chambira)’
(1978:137, #144)
79. mui muide ‘bald, faded’
(1978:185, #863)
80. nei neide ‘connected’
(1978:166, #427)
81. noi noide ‘bathe oneself ’
(1978:131, #13)
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Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
82. ɾao ɾaode** ‘hunt’
(1978:121, #14)
83. ɾei ɾeide ‘hide oneself’
(1978:137, #149)
84. ɾui ɾuide ‘eat, roast (meat)’
(1978:125, #111)
85. tei teide ‘cough’
(1978:137, #145)
86. θiɯ θiɯde ‘burn (smoking meat)’
(1978:207, #1296)
87. θui θuide ‘happen’
(1978:162, #330)
88. toi toide ‘drain out’
(1978:157, #217)
89. toɯ toɯde ‘domesticate’
(1978:137, #161)
90. tua tuade ‘spit’
(1978:158, #250)
91. tui tuide ‘empty’
(1978:126, #137)
92. tɯe tɯede ‘fell (tree)’
(1978:123, #55)
93. θɯi θɯide ‘straight’
(1978:161, #309)
94. ue uede ‘is cooked’
(1978:198, #1137)
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Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
95. ui uide ‘covered with mold’
(1978:196, #1087)
96. ɯe ɯede ‘put on/in’
(1978:207, #1304)
Disyllabic with hiatus (C)V͡V
97. a͡ɯma a͡ɯmade ‘fish with hook’
(1978:143, #291)
98. ba͡ɯɾo ba͡ɯɾode ‘rob’
(1978:134, #96)
99. bodʒa͡ɯ bodʒa͡ɯde ‘cut into pieces’
(1978:145, #343)
100. da͡ia da͡iade ‘jump’
(1978:170, #514)
101. dɯa͡i dɯa͡ide ‘bleed out’
(1978:160, #276)
102. ɡa͡ɯdʒo ɡa͡ɯdʒode ‘roll up, fold’
(1978:177, #676)
103. ɡa͡ɯe ɡa͡ɯede ‘put in or on top of something’
(1978:180, #748)
104. ha͡idɯ ha͡idɯde ‘shake’
(1978:167, #447)
105. ha͡iku͡i ha͡iku͡ide ‘mixed’
(1978:167, #451)
106. hɯbu͡i hɯbu͡ide ‘look for’
(1978:148, #3)
107. ɯɾa͡ɯ ɯɾa͡ɯde ‘joined together’
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(1978:189, #963)
108. komu͡i komu͡ide ‘grow’
(1978:134, #83)
109. ma͡ɯhɯ ma͡ɯhɯde ‘work’
(1978:143, #301)
110. na͡ɯhɯde na͡ɯhɯde ‘stick together’
(1978:169, #481)
111. ɲa͡ɯhɯde ɲa͡ɯhɯde ‘separate’
(1978:169, #493)
112. na͡ɯdʒi na͡ɯdʒide ‘tremble’
(1978:178, #692)
113. ɾa͡iɸi ɾa͡iɸide ‘cost’
(1978:158, #252)
114. ɾeku͡i ɾeku͡ide ‘spray’
(1978:198, #1127)
115. ɾɯa͡i ɾɯa͡ide ‘become wet’
(1978:159, #268)
116. ɾɯɸa͡i ɾɯɸa͡ide ‘rot’
(1978:159, #267)
117. θa͡iθi θa͡iθide ‘weigh’
(1978:168, #470)
118. ta͡iɸe ta͡iɸede ‘become full (the moon)’
(1978:150, #70)
119. tu͡iko tu͡ikode ‘strip off (bark)’
(1978:127, #149)
120. ɯɾa͡ɯ ɯɾa͡ɯde ‘join together (things)’
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121. ɸɯɯ ɸɯɯde ‘rob’
(1978:156, #188)
122. ee eede ‘cry’
(1978:181, #768)
123. hɯɯ hɯɯde ‘pray, chant’
(1978:155, #166)
124. a͡ɯ a͡ɯde ‘has a lot of fruit (tree)’
(1978:212, #1399)
125. ɸe͡i ɸe͡ide ‘hang up’
(1978:203, #1222)
126. dʒa͡i dʒa͡ide ‘burst’
(1978:173, #585)
127. ɡa͡ɯ ɡa͡ɯde ‘like’
(1978:177, #673)
128. ha͡i ha͡ide ‘go’
(1978:138, #165)
129. ɾa͡ɯ ɾa͡ɯde ‘sit oneself’
(1978:159, #255)
130. ta͡ɯ ta͡ɯde ‘break oneself’
(1978:158, #246)
131. θa͡i θa͡ide ‘stop’
(1978:168, #469)
132. θa͡ɯ θa͡ɯde ‘spark (candle)’
(1978:162, #327)
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133. θo͡i θo͡ide ‘fall connected (like fruit)’
(1978:137, #148)
Monosyllabic, trimoraic
134. ku͡e͡i ku͡e͡ide ‘use up’
(1978:216, #1455)
Trisyllabic
135. akɯa͡ɯ akɯa͡ɯde ‘rest, recline’
(1978:216, #1464)
136. duie duiede ‘adjacent to’
(1978:129, #41)
137. etɯa͡ɯ etɯa͡ɯde ‘bleed, become night’
(1978:208, #1330)
138. hɯie hɯiede ‘crouch’
(1978:214, #1433)
139. oɸei oɸeide ‘take out the heart of palm’
(1978:203, #1217)
140. oɾui oɾuide ‘is full’
(1978:186, #872)
141. θeɾui θeɾuide ‘peel leaves (plants like rice)’
(1978:164, #385)
142. tʃeɾua tʃeɾuade ‘infected’
(1978:164, #371)
143. ɯdɯa͡ɯ ɯdɯa͡ɯde ‘soft, smooth’
(1978:209, #1332)
Quadrisyllabic
144. hedakɯe hedakɯede ‘thick’
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(1978:207, #1308)
145. uikoɸi uikoɸide ‘is ahead’
(1978:196, #1083)
146. uiɾohɯ uiɾohɯde ‘lean oneself’
(1978:155, #173)
Causative verbs
147. doɾitate ‘shoot with shotgun’
(1978:172, #561)



















Class I third person singular, nonfuture verb forms and stems
Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
(1978:176, #655)
























169. iokɯɾede ‘healthy, strong’
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178. ɾɯiɾede ‘fierce, brave’
(1978:129, #32)




181. θeɸu͡iɾede ‘hard work, heavy’
(1978:128, #8)
182. θuɾede ‘lonely, sad’
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(1978:164, #389)




*There are two spellings of this verb in S. Burtch (1983:97), [ɡade] and [ɡaade].




The verbs in this list are class II third person singular verbs with the active indicative
allomorph [‑t] found in S. Burtch (1978). They are organized into groups by the syllable
structure of the verb roots and the number of moras of the verb roots. In each grouping
the verbs are organized alphabetically by the first letter in the root. Another distinction
is made between verb roots with hiatus and verb roots without hiatus. Only the verbs
with the minimal verb structure are shown in this list. Verbs with suffixes other than the
active indicative suffix are not included since these suffixes may condition the voicing of
the active indicative suffix. The stems in this table are my analysis of the remaining verb
stemwhen the active indicative suffix and the agreement suffix are removed. I also include
class II causative verbs in this list. Each citation includes the page number followed by
the entry number used by S. Burtch (1978).
Class II third person singular active verb forms and stems
Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
Monosyllabic, monomoraic
1. be bete ‘fan’
(1978:152, #111)
2. bi bite ‘come’
(1978:131, #1)
3. ɸa ɸate* ‘hit’
(1978:187, #897)
4. ɸe ɸete ‘throw (from one place to another)’
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(1978:187, #915)
5. ɸi ɸite ‘blow’
(1978:150, #61)
6. de dete ‘cut’
(1978:171, #545)
7. dɯ dɯte ‘sting’
(1978:160, #279)
8. do dote ‘clean’
(1978:156, #209)
9. du dute ‘chew (coca)’
(1978:157, #227)
10. dʒi dʒite ‘eat fruit and lick the juice’
(1978:174, #615)
11. dʒo dʒote ‘say’
(1978:142, #275)
12. dʒɯ dʒɯte ‘make branch trap’
(1978:174, #604)
13. hu hute ‘brush’
(1978:183, #802)
14. hɯ hɯte ‘plant yucca’
(1978:132, #27)
15. i ite ‘there is, have, live, give’
(1978:126, #139)
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Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
16. me mete ‘lick’
(1978:151, #89)
17. ni nite ‘make home’
(1978:166, #423)
18. o ote ‘bring’
(1978:143, #297)
19. ɾi ɾite ‘plant (fruit)’
(1978:165, #410)
20. ɾɯ ɾɯte ‘eat meat’
(1978:143, #303)
21. ɾo ɾote ‘sing’
(1978:132, #25)
22. to tote ‘flow (river)’
(1978:156, #202)
23. tu tute ‘knock (door)’
(1978:157, #221)
24. θe θete ‘boil’
(1978:161, #302)
25. θo θote ‘cook casabe in clay dish’
(1978:160, #299)
Monosyllabic, bimoraic
26. ba͡i ba͡ite ‘find’
(1978:128, #5)
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Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
27. ɸa͡ɯ ɸa͡ɯte ‘throw out’
(1978:154, #150)
28. ɸu͡i ɸu͡ite ‘wear out’
(1978:121, #9)
29. dʒa͡i dʒa͡ite ‘electric shock’
(1978:179, #716)
30. dʒa͡ɯ dʒa͡ɯte ‘fence in’
(1978:176, #657)
31. ɡa͡ɯ ɡa͡ɯte ‘pile’
(1978:176, #642)
32. ɡu͡a ɡu͡ate ‘grind’
(1978:128, #6)
33. ɡu͡i ɡu͡ite ‘eat’
(1978:129, #31)
34. ha͡ɯ ha͡ɯte ‘row’
(1978:137, #147)
35. ku͡i ku͡ite ‘scrape (skin)’
(1978:179, #727)
36. ma͡i ma͡ite ‘sting’
(1978:211, #1376)
37. ma͡ɯ ma͡ɯte ‘tie’
(1978:153, #131)
38. ɲa͡ɯte ɲa͡ɯte ‘talk’
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Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
(1978:212, #1405)
39. ɾa͡i ɾa͡ite ‘say’
(1978:211, #1378)
40. ɾa͡ɯ ɾa͡ɯte ‘dig’
(1978:159, #256)
41. ta͡i ta͡ite ‘beat drum’
(1978:178, #704)
42. ta͡ɯ ta͡ɯte ‘cultivate’
(1978:158, #247)
43. θa͡i θa͡ite ‘dance’
(1978:137, #156)
Monosyllabic, trimoraic
44. ɡu͡a͡ɯ ɡu͡a͡ɯte ‘pull something’
(1978:215, #1445)
45. u͡a͡ɯ u͡a͡ɯte ‘spin’
(1978:130, #50)
Disyllabic, no hiatus
46. θoɸe θoɸete ‘leave’
(1978:161, #306)




Class II third person singular active verb forms and stems
Stem Stem.act.ind.3sg Gloss
48. ɸe͡iɲo ɸe͡iɲote ‘recieve’
(1978:129, #29)
Trisyllabic
49. ekono ekonote ‘open’
(1978:121, #1)
50. hakano hakonote ‘siphon’
(1978:167, #445)
51. dɯkoθite dɯkoθite ‘crack’
(1978:170, #507)
52. heaɾu͡i heaɾu͡ite ‘abhor’
(1978:204, #1243)
53. hɯɸano hɯɸanote ‘play’
(1978:122, #33)
54. tɯkono tɯkanote ‘uproot’
(1978:163, #363)
55. θa͡iu͡ano θa͡iu͡anote ‘shake off (dirt)’
(1978:215, #1439)
56. tʃiɸeno tʃiɸenote ‘dented’
(1978:175, #632)
57. ɯɸeno ɯɸenote ‘return’
(1978:189, #958)
58. dʒeɾuɸe dʒeɾuɸete ‘drizzle’
(1978:174, #606)
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59. dʒɯɡa͡iɲo dʒɯɡa͡iɲote ‘illuminate’
(1978:173, 3575)
60. ɸakakɯ ɸakakɯte ‘do the test’
(1978:187, #914)
61. dʒoɸue dʒoɸuete ‘teach’
(1978:134, #81)
62. naɸue naɸuete ‘welcome’
(1978:151, #74)
63. ɸueo ɸueote ‘learn’
(1978:216, #1460)
64. uiɲo uiɲote ‘know’
(1978:125, #119)
65. kɯɡɯno kɯɡɯnote ‘tangle’
(1978:180, #740)
66. ɡɯɡɯθi ɡɯɡɯθite ‘fall (tree)’
(1978:181, #755)
Causative verbs




69. tʃitade ‘squeeze out (pus)’
(1978:175, #630)
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70. ɡutade ‘suppress, swallow’
(1978:176, #648)
71. ɡotade ‘make fall (house or tree)’
(1978:176, #647)
72. ha͡itade ‘make go’
(1978:167, #448)
73. ɸatade ‘beat drum’
(1978:187, #898)
74. ku͡a͡ɯtade* ‘hit (a person or ball)’
(1978:215, #1446)
75. metade ‘cover with leaves’
(1978:152, #93)
76. mutade ‘submerge, soak’
(1978:152, #98)




79. totade ‘make spill’
(1978:156, #205)
80. tutade ‘hit one's head on something’
(1978:157, #220)
81. θa͡itade ‘fall on top of’
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86. ɸetade ‘hang clothing (with a pointed thing)’
(1978:187, #916)
* The Spanish gloss of this word is ‘azotar, pegar’.
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